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ALGEBRAIC CYCLES AND CRYSTALLINE COHOMOLOGY
AMALENDU KRISHNA AND JINHYUN PARK
Abstract. We show that additive higher Chow groups of S. Bloch and H. Esnault of smooth
varieties over an arbitrary field induce a Zariski sheaf of pro-differential graded algebras, whose
Milnor range is isomorphic to the Zariski sheaf of the big de Rham-Witt complexes of L.
Hesselholt and I. Madsen. When the characteristic p of the field is positive, the Zariski hy-
percohomology of the p-typical part of the sheaves arising from additive higher Chow groups
computes the crystalline cohomology of smooth varieties. This revisits the 1970s results of S.
Bloch and L. Illusie on crystalline cohomology, this time from algebraic cycles.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we show that the Milnor range of additive higher Chow groups of a smooth
variety over an arbitrary field induce the big de Rham-Witt complex of the variety, and we use
it to prove the existence of trace maps for big de Rham-Witt complexes. Our theorem provides
a description of the crystalline cohomology in terms of groups originating from algebraic cycles.
Higher Chow groups of S. Bloch [5] give an algebro-geometric way to construct the motivic
cohomology groups of a smooth variety. However, beyond smooth varieties, higher Chow groups
do not fit into an Atiyah-Hirzebruch type spectral sequence abutting to the algebraic K-theory
of [46]. For instance, higher Chow groups do not often see the nilpotent parts of schemes, while
the K-groups often do have nontrivial relative parts. See [50]. Thus to extend the theory of
motivic cohomology beyond smooth schemes, one natural question to ask is whether there is
an algebro-geometric way, i.e. via algebraic cycles, to understand such relative K-groups.
For decades it has been known that the relative K-groups have rich structures as studied in
[4]. He proved that the crystalline cohomology of P. Berthelot [2] can be expressed as Zariski
hypercohomology of a complex coming from relativeK-groups of the pairs (R[t]/(tm), (t)). They
were identified with the de Rham-Witt complexes by L. Illusie [24] and later generalized in the
1990s to the “multi-prime” big de Rham-Witt complexes by L. Hesselholt and I. Madsen [21].
On the above question, the first such algebraic-cycle candidate groups for the pair (k[t]/(t2), (t))
were given by S. Bloch and H. Esnault in [6] under the name of additive higher Chow groups,
and they proved that the 0-cycles describe the absolute Ka¨hler forms. Going further, K. Ru¨lling
[47] proved that the 0-cycles for (k[t]/(tm), (t)) compute the big de Rham-Witt complexes of k.
One aspect of this recent additive cycle theory compared to the higher Chow theory in [5]
is the existence of the extra axioms imposed on cycles, called the modulus conditions that put
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some constraints on algebraic cycles at “infinity”. After introduction of full complexes and
their studies by [33], [43], [44], further generalized attempts to approach the above question
were made by recent studies of “cycles with modulus” by M. Kerz, F. Binda, and S. Saito [3],
[32], or “motives with modulus” by B. Kahn, S. Saito, and T. Yamazaki [26].
What this paper answers thus may serve several purposes. Firstly, we seek a higher dimen-
sional generalization of the theorem of Ru¨lling [47], so that the big de Rham-Witt complexes of
higher dimensional schemes can be expressed by algebraic cycle groups. Serving this purpose
connects two foundational works of S. Bloch, the world of algebraic cycles [5] and the world
of crystalline cohomology [4]. Secondly, we hope our result serves as a concrete computational
example in the theory of cycles with modulus and their realizations.
The third purpose has a motivation related to the philosophy of A. Grothendieck on the
liason between algebraic cycles and the arithmetic, namely, zeta functions and Weil conjectures.
Part of Weil conjectures were proved by B. Dwork and A. Grothendieck in the 1960s, and it
was believed that the standard conjectures on algebraic cycles would lead to a resolution of
the remaining part of the conjectures. To put it differently, “algebraic cycles should know
arithmetic information” of varieties. The first complete proofs were given by P. Deligne [8], [9]
using ℓ-adic e´tale cohomology, but they are not from algebraic cycles. Thus, following the vision
of Grothendieck on algebraic cycles, the authors still seek ways to interpret Weil conjectures as
follows: “Can one find a good Weil cohomology theory, which comes from algebraic cycles, and
that is powerful enough to provide proofs of Weil conjectures?” Fortunately, there are works
by K. Kedlaya e.g. [28], that provide p-adic (crystalline) proofs of the Weil conjectures. So we
insist to ask whether cycle-theoretic description of crystalline cohomology could be given. This
gives a meaning to the phrase “cycles know the arithmetic” in a sense. This is answered by the
following result stated as Theorem 6.5.1:
Theorem 1.0.1. Let X be a smooth scheme of finite type over a perfect field k of characteristic
p > 0. Then for n ≥ 0, there is a canonical isomorphism
Hncrys(X/W ) ≃ lim←−
i
H
n+1
Zar (X,T CH
M
(p)(−; p
i)Zar),
where Hncrys(X/W ) is the n-th crystalline cohomology, and T CH
M
(p)(−; p
i)Zar is the Zariski sheafi-
fication of the i-th level of the p-typical part of the additive higher Chow presheaf in the Milnor
range (see §4.4 for the definition).
Since the group on the right hand side originates from objects defined in terms of algebraic
cycles, in a sense this isomorphism gives an algebraic-cycle description of the crystalline coho-
mology groups. Theorem 1.0.1 is deduced from the following central result of this paper stated
as Theorem 4.2.1:
Theorem 1.0.2. Let k be an arbitrary field. Let R be a smooth semi-local k-algebra essentially
of finite type. Then for all n,m ≥ 1, we have isomorphisms between the big de Rham-Witt
forms and the additive higher Chow groups
(1.1) τRn,m : WmΩ
n−1
R
∼
→ TCHn(R,n;m).
In particular, the additive higher Chow groups of Spec (R) in the Milnor range form the universal
restricted Witt-complex over R.
The multiplicative analogue of Theorem 1.0.2, namely, an isomorphism between the Milnor
K-theory KMn (R) and higher Chow group CH
n(R,n), is a result of [12] and [30] (cf. [31]).
However, some differences lurk behind the scene. In the multiplicative case, one has powerful
tools such as A1-homotopy invariance or the localization sequences, while absence of them
in the additive case forces us to resort to other means. We use the DGA and the Witt-
complex structures studied in [36], [38] and generalized in this paper in Theorem 4.1.1. In
the multiplicative case, one can connect KMn (R) with CH
n(R,n) for each n ≥ 0 individually,
while in the additive case, the isomorphisms of (1.1) over m,n are intertwined and can be
established only simultaneously and inductively, as one can see in Proposition 6.1.5, one of
important technical steps.
An interesting philosophical meaning of Theorem 1.0.2, in addition to Theorem 1.0.1, is that
it provides new geometric perspectives to the Witt vectors and the de Rham-Witt forms. Take
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n = 1 for instance. Then the map τR1,m is a ring isomorphism. The underlying abelian group
of the ring Wm(R) of the big Witt vectors of length m can be identified with the group (1 +
TR[[T ]])×/(1+Tm+1R[[T ]])×, but the product structure of the ring is notoriously complicated.
The ring isomorphism τR1,m then shows that the addition of Wm(R) corresponds simply to the
summation of algebraic cycles in TCH1(R, 1;m), while the complicated multiplication ofWm(R)
corresponds to a Pontryagin-intersection product of algebraic cycles in this article, thus giving
a conceptual geometric description of the ring structure of Witt vectors. For general n ≥ 1,
even the differential operator, the wedge product, and Frobenius and Verschiebung operators
are all induced by algebraic cycles, so they have algebro-geometric meanings.
The paper is outlined as follows. In §2 and §3, we recall the definitions of various objects we
use and some basic results on them. In §4, we extend the construction of the maps τRn,m in (1.1)
of [38] to arbitrary fields. In §5 we show that τRn,m is injective for all perfect base fields.
The surjectivity part of τRn,m even for perfect fields is challenging, and we use a nontriv-
ial moving lemma of [40] to simplify our analysis. Roughly speaking this lemma says that
when k is infinite perfect, every class in TCHn(R,n;m) can be represented by a cycle whose
irreducible components are all finite over Spec (R) and surjective over an irreducible compo-
nent of Spec (R); in other words, if TCHnfs(R,n;m) denotes the subgroup of such cycle classes,
then TCHnfs(R,n;m)
≃
−→ TCHn(R,n;m). Furthermore ibid. shows that the cycle classes in
TCHnfs(R,n;m) can be represented by cycles that have additional smoothness properties. The
subgroup of such cycle classes is denoted by TCHnsfs(R,n;m).
Using this, we can prove that every cycle class of TCHn(R,n;m) is a sum of special types
of cycles, that we call Witt-Milnor graph cycles or symbolic cycles, over a finite extension ring
of R. But yet it does not solve our surjectivity problem, due to absence of the construction of
trace maps on the big de Rham-Witt forms for suitable finite extensions of rings.
We get over it by using the maps τRn,m and the finite push-forwards on the cycle class group
TCHn(R′, n;m) to define the notion of “traceability” in §6.1 for forms in WmΩ
n−1
R′ , where R
′ is
a finite simple ring extension of R. We use the Witt-complex structure of the additive higher
Chow groups, generalized in Theorem 4.1.1, to show that all forms in WmΩ
n−1
R′ are traceable
in Proposition 6.1.5 using a double induction argument. The desired surjectivity (hence an
isomorphism) of τRn,m for infinite perfect base fields can then be deduced. This is extended to
finite fields using an e´tale descent argument in §6.4, and then to all imperfect fields in §7 using
an approximation argument.
A combination of Theorem 1.0.2 and [22, Theorem C] yields the following general e´tale
descent for the additive higher Chow groups of smooth semi-local rings in the Milnor range:
Theorem 1.0.3. Let k be an arbitrary field. Let R→ R′ be an e´tale extension of smooth semi-
local k-algebras essentially of finite type. Then the map Wm(R
′) ⊗Wm(R) TCH
n(R,n;m) →
TCHn(R′, n;m) is an isomorphism of Wm(R
′)-modules for n,m ≥ 1.
This implies the following very peculiar properties of additive higher Chow groups stated as
Corollary 7.2.3, not shared by various higher Chow groups with modulus. We had previously
obtained a Galois descent result of the second part of Corollary 1.0.4 in [38, Theorem 1.4] when
G is a finite Galois group whose order is coprime to the characteristic of k. We now have it
without those extra assumptions on G.
Corollary 1.0.4. Let k be an arbitrary field and let k →֒ k′ be a separable algebraic extension.
Let R be a smooth semi-local k-algebra essentially of finite type. Then the flat pull-back f∗ :
TCHn(R,n;m) → TCHn(Rk′ , n;m) is injective. Furthermore, if k is perfect and k
′ is Galois
over k, then f∗ induces an isomorphism TCHn(R,n;m)
≃
→ TCHn(Rk′ , n;m)
G, where G =
Gal(k′/k).
Using the decomposition of the big de Rham-Witt forms into the direct sum of p-typical de
Rham-Witt forms and [24, Proposition I.3.7, p.570], we get the following vanishing result for
the additive higher Chow groups of high codimension, where the case of Spec (k) was previously
shown in [47]:
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Theorem 1.0.5. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0 and let R be a smooth semi-local
k-algebra essentially of finite type of dimension d. Then TCHn(R,n;m) = 0 for m ≥ 1 and
n > d+ 1. Moreover, the Frobenius map F : TCHd+1(R, d+ 1; •)→ TCHd+1(R, d+ 1; •) is an
isomorphism of pro-abelian groups. In particular TCH1(k, 1;m) ≃Wm(k) and TCH
n(k, n;m) =
0 for n > 1.
In §8, we can use Theorem 1.0.2 to prove the existence of the trace maps on the big de
Rham-Witt forms for finite ring extensions of smooth k-algebras, by way of push-forwards of
additive higher Chow cycles:
Theorem 1.0.6. Let k be an arbitrary field. Then for any finite ring extension R ⊂ R′ of
smooth k-algebras essentially of finite type, there exists a trace map TrR′/R : WmΩ
n
R′ →WmΩ
n
R,
which is transitive, and compatible with the push-forwards of additive higher Chow cycles, i.e.,
the following diagram commutes:
(1.2) WmΩ
n−1
R′
τR
′
n,m
//
TrR′/R

TCHn(R′, n;m)
f∗

WmΩ
n−1
R
τRn,m
// TCHn(R,n;m).
Theorem 1.0.2 implies the Gersten conjecture for additive higher Chow groups as well:
Theorem 1.0.7. Let k be an arbitrary field. Let R be a smooth integral semi-local k-algebra
essentially of finite type. Then the additive higher Chow groups of R in the Milnor range
satisfy the Gersten conjecture in the sense that the Cousin complex is a flasque resolution. In
particular, the flat pull-back TCHn(R,n;m)→ TCHn(Frac(R), n;m) is injective.
Conventions. In this paper, a k-scheme is a separated scheme of finite type over k, unless
we say otherwise. A k-variety is a reduced k-scheme. The product X × Y means usually
X×k Y , unless we specify otherwise. We let Schk be the category of k-schemes, Smk of smooth
k-schemes, and SmAffk of smooth affine k-schemes. A scheme essentially of finite type is a
scheme obtained by localizing at a finite subset of an open quasi-projective subscheme of a finite
type k-scheme. We include the case of not localizing at all. For C = Schk,Smk,SmAff k, we
let Cess be the extension of the category C, whose objects are either those in C or those obtained
by localizing an object of C at a finite subset. When we say a semi-local k-scheme, we always
mean one that is essentially of finite type over k, unless said otherwise.
2. Additive higher Chow groups
Let k be an arbitrary field, unless said otherwise. In this section, we recall definitions of
higher Chow groups and additive higher Chow groups, and some basic results we need.
2.1. Higher Chow groups. We recall (cf. [5], [49]) the definition of higher Chow groups.
Let X ∈ Schessk be equidimensional. Let P
1
k = Proj k[Y0, Y1], and 
n = (P1k \ {1})
n. Let
(y1, · · · , yn) ∈ 
n be the coordinates. A face ofn is a closed subscheme defined by a set of equa-
tions of the form yi1 = ǫ1, · · · , yis = ǫs, where ǫj ∈ {0,∞}. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n and ǫ = 0,∞, we let ι
ǫ
i :

n−1 → n be the closed immersion given by (y1, · · · , yn−1) 7→ (y1, · · · , yi−1, ǫ, yi, · · · , yn−1).
Its image gives a codimension 1 face.
Let q, n ≥ 0. Note that when X is obtained by localizing at a non-closed point, for closed
subschemes in X × n, the notion of dimensions could be ambiguous but the codimensions
are well-defined. We keep it in mind and in what follows, we use codimensions only unless no
ambiguity appears.
Let zq(X,n) be the free abelian group on the set of integral closed subschemes of X × n
of codimension q, that intersect properly with X × F for each face F of n. We define the
boundary map ∂ǫi (Z) := [(IdX × ι
ǫ
i)
∗(Z)]. This collection of data gives a cubical abelian group
(n 7→ zq(X,n)) in the sense of [33, §1.1], and the groups zq(X,n) := zq(X,n)/zq(X,n)degn (in
the notations of loc.cit.) give a complex of abelian groups, whose boundary map at level n is
given by ∂ :=
∑n
i=1(−1)
i(∂∞i − ∂
0
i ). The homology CH
q(X,n) := Hn(z
q(X, •), ∂) is called the
higher Chow group of X.
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2.2. Additive higher Chow groups. We recall the definition of additive higher Chow groups
from [36, §2]. Let X ∈ Schessk be equidimensional. Let A
1 = Spec k[t], Gm = Spec k[t, t
−1], and
 = P1. For n ≥ 1, let Bn = A
1 × n−1, Bn = A
1 × 
n−1
and B̂n = P
1 × 
n−1
⊃ Bn. Let
(t, y1, · · · , yn−1) ∈ Bn be the coordinates.
On Bn, define the Cartier divisors F
1
n,i := {yi = 1} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, Fn,0 := {t = 0}, and let
F 1n :=
∑n−1
i=1 F
1
n,i. A face of Bn is a closed subscheme defined by a set of equations of the form
yi1 = ǫ1, · · · , yis = ǫs where ǫj ∈ {0,∞}. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and ǫ = 0,∞, let ι
ǫ
n,i : Bn−1 → Bn
be the inclusion (t, y1, · · · , yn−2) 7→ (t, y1, · · · , yi−1, ǫ, yi, · · · , yn−2). Its image is a codimension
1 face.
The additive higher Chow complex is defined similarly using the spaces Bn instead of 
n,
but together with proper intersections with all faces, we impose additional conditions called the
modulus conditions, that control how the cycles should behave at “infinity”: Let X ∈ Schessk ,
and let V be an integral closed subscheme of X ×Bn. Let V denote the Zariski closure of V in
X×Bn and let ν : V
N
→ V ⊂ X×Bn be the normalization of V . Let m,n ≥ 1 be integers. As
in [36, Definition 2.1], we say that V satisfies the modulus m condition on X × Bn, if as Weil
divisors on V
N
we have (m+1)[ν∗(Fn,0)] ≤ [ν
∗(F 1n)]. (N.B. When n = 1, we have F
1
1 = ∅, so it
means ν∗(F1,0) = 0, or {t = 0} ∩ V = ∅.) If V is a cycle on X ×Bn, we say that V satisfies the
modulus m condition if each of its irreducible components satisfies the modulus m condition.
When m is understood, often we just say that V satisfies the modulus condition. N.B. Since
Fn,0 = {t = 0} ⊂ Bn, replacing Bn by B̂n in the definition does not change the nature of the
modulus condition on V .
Recall from [36, Definitions 2.5, 2.6] the following: Let X ∈ Schessk be equidimensional, and
let m,n, q ≥ 1 be integers. We let Tzq(X, 1;m) be the free abelian group on integral closed
subschemes Z of X × A1 of codimension q, satisfying the modulus condition.
For n > 1, let Tzq(X,n;m) be the free abelian group on integral closed subschemes Z of
X × Bn of codimension q such that (1) each face F of Bn, Z intersects X × F properly on
X ×Bn and (2) Z satisfies the modulus m condition on X ×Bn.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and ǫ = 0,∞, let ∂ǫi (Z) := [(IdX × ι
ǫ
n,i)
∗(Z)]. The proper intersection
with faces ensures that ∂ǫi (Z) are well-defined.
The cycles in Tzq(X,n;m) are called the admissible cycles (or, often as additive higher Chow
cycles, or additive cycles). This gives the cubical abelian group (n 7→ Tzq(X,n + 1;m)) in the
sense of [33, §1.1]. Using the containment lemma [34, Proposition 2.4], that each face ∂ǫi (Z) lies
in Tzq(X,n− 1;m) is implied from (1) and (2).
The additive higher Chow complex, or just the additive cycle complex, Tzq(X, •;m) of X in
codimension q with modulus m is the non-degenerate complex associated to the cubical abelian
group (n 7→ Tzq(X,n+1;m)), i.e., Tzq(X,n;m) is the quotient Tzq(X,n;m)/Tzq(X,n;m)degn.
The boundary map of this complex at level n is given by ∂ :=
∑n−1
i=1 (−1)
i(∂∞i − ∂
0
i ), and it
satisfies ∂2 = 0. The homology TCHq(X,n;m) := Hn(Tz
q(X, •;m)) for n ≥ 1 is the additive
higher Chow group of X with modulus m.
2.3. Subcomplexes associated to some algebraic subsets. Let X ∈ Schessk be equidimen-
sional. Here are some subgroups of Tzq(X,n;m) with a finer intersection property with a given
finite set W of locally closed algebraic subsets of X:
Definition 2.3.1 (cf. [34, Definition 4.2]). Define TzqW(X,n;m) to be the subgroup of Tz
q(X,n;m)
generated by integral closed subschemes Z ⊂ X ×Bn that additionally satisfy
(2.1) codimW×F (Z ∩ (W × F )) ≥ q for all W ∈ W and all faces F ⊂ Bn.
The groups TzqW(X,n + 1;m) for n ≥ 0 form a cubical subgroup of (n 7→ Tz
q(X,n + 1;m))
and they give the subcomplex TzqW(X, •;m) ⊂ Tz
q(X, •;m) by modding out by the degenerate
cycles. The homology groups are denoted by TCHqW(X,n;m).
2.4. Atlas for semi-local k-schemes. Recall a semi-local k-algebra R is essentially of finite
type if there is a connected quasi-projective k-scheme X = Spec (A) of finite type over k and
a finite subset of (not necessarily closed) points Σ ⊂ X such that R = OX,Σ. The pair (X,Σ)
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will be called an atlas for V = Spec (R). An affine open subatlas (Y,Σ) of (X,Σ) for V is an
atlas for V such that Y ⊂ X is an affine open subset. A smooth atlas (X,Σ) is an atlas given
by a smooth X.
We say a scheme X is an FA-scheme if given any finite subset Σ ⊂ X, there exists an affine
open neighborhood U ⊂ X of Σ. Any quasi-projective k-schemes has this property. So, for
any semi-local k-algebra R essentially of finite type, we always have an atlas (U,Σ), where U is
affine. If R is smooth over k, then we can find a smooth affine atlas.
2.5. The fs and sfs-cycles. We recall the notion of fs morphisms, fs-cycles, sfs-cycles and some
results on them from [40]. First:
Definition 2.5.1 ([40, Definition 2.6]). Let X,Y ∈ Schessk . First suppose that Y is irreducible.
In this case, we say that a morphism Y → X of k-schemes is fs over X or simply fs when X is
clear, if it is finite and the map Y → Xi is surjective, where Xi ⊂ X is an irreducible component
in which the image of the entire Y lies.
In case Y is not necessarily irreducible, we say Y → X is fs over X if for each irreducible
component Yj ⊂ Y , the induced map Yj → X is fs over X. We generalize it further: let
f : Y → X be a morphism in Schessk and let U → X be a flat morphism. We say that Y → X
is fs over U , if the fiber product f ′ : Y ×X U → U is fs.
These notions behave well under base change and finite push-forwards. See [40, Lemmas 2.7,
2.8].
Let X ∈ Schessk be equidimensional. Let m,n ≥ 1 be integers. For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, let πj :
Bn → Bj be the projection given by (t, y1, · · · , yn−1) 7→ (t, y1, · · · , yj−1). For an irreducible
closed subscheme Z ⊂ X ×Bn, let Z
(j) = (IdX × πj)(Z). This Z
(j) is not necessarily a closed
subscheme of X × Bj in general. If Z is finite over X, then the morphisms in the sequence
Z = Z(n) → Z(n−1) → · · · → Z(1) → X are all finite, so each Z(j) is closed in X ×Bj. If Z is a
cycle on X ×Bn, we extend it Z-linearly. Recall now from [40, Definitions 2.11, 2.14]:
Definition 2.5.2. Let X = Spec (A) be a smooth affine k-scheme of finite type, and let Σ ⊂ X
be a finite set of points. Let V = Spec (OX,Σ).
(1) A cycle α ∈ TznΣ(V, n;m) is said to be an fs-cycle if each irreducible component of α is
fs over V . The group of fs-cycles is denoted by Tznfs(V, n;m).
(2) A cycle α ∈ TznΣ(V, n;m) is said to be an sfs-cycle if it is an fs-cycle, and each irreducible
component of α(j) is smooth over k for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
We have the following characterizations of sfs-cycles over the semi-local schemes:
Proposition 2.5.3. Let V = Spec (R) be a smooth semi-local k-scheme essentially of finite
type with the set Σ of closed points. Then an irreducible cycle Z ∈ TznΣ(V, n;m) is an sfs-
cycle if and only if there is an affine atlas (X = Spec (A),Σ) for V and an irreducible cycle
Z¯ ∈ TznΣ(X,n;m) for which the following hold:
(1) Z = Z¯V = Z¯ ×X V .
(2) Z¯ is closed in X× B̂n, contained in X×A
1×(A1)n−1, and does not intersect any proper
face F ⊂ n−1. (In particular, Z¯ is fs over X.)
(3) For each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, each Z¯(j) = (IdX × πj)(Z¯) ⊂ X × Bj is an irreducible closed
subscheme, where πj is given by (t, y1, · · · , yn−1) 7→ (t, y1, · · · , yj−1). For the coordinate
rings k[Z¯(j)] = A[t, y1, · · · , yj−1]/I(Z¯
(j)), for a = t, bj = yj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, we
have a sequence of finite extensions of integral domains, A ⊂ A[a] ⊂ A[a, b1] ⊂ · · · ⊂
A[a, b1, · · · , bn−1], such that each ring in the sequence is smooth over k.
(4) There are irreducible monic polynomials P (t) ∈ A[t] in t and Qj(yj) ∈ A[a, b1, · · · , bj−1][yj ]
in yj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1 such that
A[a] = A[t]/(P (t)) and A[a, b1, · · · , bj ] = A[a, b1, · · · , bj−1][yj ]/(Qj(yj)).
Proof. For the (⇐) direction, one sees that the existence of a smooth atlas (X,Σ) for V and a
cycle Z¯ ∈ TznΣ(X,n;m) satisfying (1)∼(4) imply that Z ∈ Tz
n
Σ(V, n;m) is an sfs-cycle over V .
So we need to prove the converse (⇒).
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Suppose that Z ∈ TznΣ(V, n;m) is an irreducible sfs-cycle. Since it is an fs-cycle by definition,
applying [40, Lemma 2.9, Proposition 2.13, Lemma 2.21], we see that there is a smooth affine
atlas (X,Σ) for V such that the closure Z¯ of Z in X ×Bn is an irreducible admissible cycle in
TznΣ(X,n;m) which satisfies (1) and (2).
Since Z¯ → X is fs over X, there is a sequence of finite maps Z¯ = Z¯(n) → · · · → Z¯(1) → X =
Spec (A) such that each Z¯(j) is fs over X. Furthermore, each Z¯
(j)
V is smooth over k because Z
is an sfs-cycle.
We now want to show that there is a smooth affine open subatlas (U,Σ) of (X,Σ) for V such
that the restrictions Z¯
(j)
U to U 1 ≤ j ≤ n−1 are all smooth over k. To prove it, set A
j = k[Z¯(j)].
As each Z¯
(j)
V is smooth over k and finite over V , we see that Ω
1
Aj/k is a finite A-module, such
that Ω1
S−1Σ A
j/k
is a free R-module, where R = S−1Σ A for the multiplicative subset SΣ ⊂ A
corresponding to the finite set of closed points Σ. Hence, there is an affine open neighborhood
U of Σ in X such that each Ω1Aj/k|U is a free k[U ]-module. Replacing the given atlas (X,Σ) by
the new (U,Σ), we may thus assume that each Z¯(j) is smooth over k. Hence, we proved (3).
To prove (4), we observe that if we replace A by its semi-local ring R by localization, then
we get a sequence of finite extensions of smooth semi-local rings. Note that such rings are
UFDs by Auslander-Buchsbaum and R[a] = R[t]/I1 for the prime ideal I1 = I(Z
(1)). Since
dim(R) = dim(R[a]) = dim(R[t]) − 1, we have ht(I1) = 1. But, R[t] is a UFD so that I1
must be principal by [42, Theorem 20.1, p.161]. Thus, if P (t) ∈ R[t] is a monic irreducible
polynomial of a, then we have I1 = (P (t)). Similarly, we have R[a, b1] = R[a][y1]/I2 for the
prime ideal I2 = I(Z
(2)), and since R[a] is a UFD, R[a][y1] is also a UFD. Hence, we obtain
I2 = (Q1(y1)) in the same way. Continuing this way, we get the irreducible monic polynomials
P (t) ∈ R[t] and Qj(yj) ∈ R[a, b1, · · · , bj−1][yj ] for which the property (4) holds over R. Choose
lifts of these polynomials over A, and then there is a localization A′ = A[f−1] for some f ∈ A
with the inclusions A →֒ A′ →֒ R such that the property (4) holds over A′. Replacing (X,Σ)
by (Spec (A′),Σ), we obtain a new atlas for V for which all of (1)∼(4) hold. 
Recall from [40] that for a smooth semi-local k-scheme V essentially of finite type and the
finite subset of closed points Σ, we have
TCHnfs(V, n;m) =
ker(∂ : Tznfs(V, n;m)→ Tz
n(V, n− 1;m))
im(∂ : Tzn(V, n+ 1;m)→ Tzn(V, n;m)) ∩ Tznfs(V, n;m)
.
TCHnsfs(V, n;m) =
ker(∂ : Tznsfs(V, n;m)→ Tz
n(V, n− 1;m))
im(∂ : Tzn(V, n+ 1;m)→ Tzn(V, n;m)) ∩ Tznsfs(V, n;m)
.
We have a sequence of homomorphisms
(2.2) TCHnsfs(V, n;m)→ TCH
n
fs(V, n;m)→ TCH
n
Σ(V, n;m)→ TCH
n(V, n;m),
and the last one is an isomorphism by [38, Theorem 4.10]. The other maps are also isomorphisms
when k is infinite perfect:
Theorem 2.5.4 ([40, Theorem 1.1]). Let k be an infinite perfect field. Let V = Spec (R) be a
smooth semi-local k-scheme essentially of finite type with the set Σ of closed points of dimension
r ≥ 1. Let m,n ≥ 1 are two integers. Then the map sfsV : TCH
n
sfs(V, n;m) → TCH
n
Σ(V, n;m)
is an isomorphism.
3. Milnor K-groups and de Rham-Witt complexes
Let k be an arbitrary field. In this section, we recall the definitions of Milnor K-groups, rings
of big Witt vectors, and big de Rham-Witt complexes, and we discuss some properties we need.
3.1. Milnor K-groups. Let R be a commutative ring with unity. Recall that the Milnor
K-ring KM∗ (R) of R is the quotient T
∗
Z
(R×)/I of the tensor algebra by the two-sided ideal I
generated by {a⊗ (1− a) | a ∈ R×, 1− a ∈ R×}. Its degree n-part is KMn (R) and {a1, · · · , an}
is the image of a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an, where ai ∈ R
×.
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3.2. Rings of Witt-vectors. Let R be a commutative ring with unity. Recall the definition
of the rings of big Witt-vectors of R from [47, Appendix A]. A truncation set S ⊂ N is a
nonempty subset such that if s ∈ S and t|s, then t ∈ S. As a set, let WS(R) := R
S and define
the map w : WS(R)→ R
S, a = (as)s∈S 7→ w(a) = (w(a)s)s∈S , where w(a)s :=
∑
t|s ta
s
t
t . When
RS on the target of w is given the component-wise ring structure, it is known that there is
a unique functorial ring structure on WS(R) such that w is a ring homomorphism. See [22,
Proposition 1.2]. For two truncation sets S ⊂ S′, there is a restriction R : WS′(R) → WS(R).
When S = {1, · · · ,m}, we write Wm(R) = WS(R). For a fixed prime number p, when S =
{1, p, p2, · · · } and Si = {1, p, · · · , p
i−1}, we write W (R) = WS(R) and Wi(R) = WSi(R). They
are the p-typical rings of Witt vectors.
There is another description of the ring WS(R). Let W(R) := WN(R). There is a natural
bijection W(R) ≃ (1 + TR[[T ]])×, where T is an indeterminate and the addition of the ring
W(R) corresponds to the multiplication of the formal power series. For a truncation set S, we
have WS(R) = (1 + TR[[T ]])
×/IS for a suitable subgroup IS . See [47, A.7] for details. In case
S = {1, · · · ,m}, we have an isomorphism
(3.1) γ : Wm(R) ≃ (1 + TR[[T ]])
×/(1 + Tm+1R[[T ]])×; (ai)1≤i≤m 7→
m∏
i=1
(1− aiT
i)
The Teichmu¨ller lift [−]S : R→WS(R) is given by a 7→ 1− aT , which is a multiplicative map.
If S = {1, · · · ,m}, we write [−]m for [−]S . For each i ≥ 1, we have the i-th Verschiebung Vi
given by Vi([a]⌊m/i⌋) = (1 − aT
i) under the identification (3.1), where for a non-negative real
number c, one denotes by ⌊c⌋ the greatest integer not bigger than c. By [47, Properties A.4(i)],
for x = (xi) ∈Wm(R), we have
(3.2) x =
m∑
i=1
Vi([xi]⌊m/i⌋).
3.3. De Rham-Witt complexes. Let R be a Z(p)-algebra for a prime p. (N.B. If R contains
a field, then whether its characteristic is 0 or positive, this is always a Z(p)-algebra for some
prime p.) For each truncation set S, there is a differential graded algebra WSΩ
•
R, called the big
de Rham-Witt complex over R, which defines a functor on the category of truncation sets. This
is an initial object in the category of V -complex and in the category of Witt-complexes over R.
For the most general definition, see [22]. In case 2 is invertible or zero in the ring (for instance,
when it contains a field), then still [21] and [47] are good sources. Since we will almost always
consider commutative rings containing a field, we can use any one of them.
In case S is a finite truncation set, we have WSΩ
•
R = Ω
•
WS(R)/Z
/N•S , where N
•
S is a differential
graded ideal given by some generators. See [47, Proposition 1.2] for details. In case S =
{1, 2, · · · ,m}, we write WmΩ
•
R for this object. For a prime number p, when S = {1, p, p
2, · · · }
and Si = {1, p, · · · , p
i−1}, we writeWΩ•R = WSΩ
•
R andWiΩ
•
R = WSiΩ
•
R. They are the p-typical
de Rham-Witt complexes.
SupposeR contains a field. We recall from [21, Definition 1.1.1] that a restricted Witt-complex
over R is a pro-system of differential graded Z-algebras ((Em)m∈N,R : Em+1 → Em), together
with families of homomorphisms of graded rings (Fr : Erm+r−1 → Em)m,r∈N called Frobenius
maps, and homomorphisms of graded groups (Vr : Em → Erm+r−1)m,r∈N called Verschiebung
maps, satisfying the following relations for all n, r, s ∈ N:
(i) RFr = FrR
r,RrVr = VrR, F1 = V1 = Id, FrFs = Frs, VrVs = Vrs;
(ii) FrVr = r. When (r, s) = 1, then FrVs = VsFr on Erm+r−1;
(iii) Vr(Fr(x)y) = xVr(y) for all x ∈ Erm+r−1 and y ∈ Em; (projection formula)
(iv) FrdVr = d (where d is the differential operator of the DGAs).
Furthermore, there is a homomorphism of pro-rings (λ : Wm(R) → E
0
m)m∈N compatible with
Fr and Vr, and we have
(v) Frdλ([a]) = λ([a]
r−1)dλ([a]) for all a ∈ R and r ∈ N,
where [a] ∈Wm(R) is the Teichmu¨ller lift of a ∈ R.
The system {WmΩ
•
R}m≥1 is the initial object in the category of restricted Witt-complexes
over R. See [47, Proposition 1.15].
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We remark that this definition of Witt complex over R is a bit different from the version in
[22, Definition 4.1], but when 2 is invertible or zero in R, this coincides with loc.cit. Since we use
the case when R contains a field only so that 2 is always either invertible or zero in R, we will
stick to this definition one from [21], as this definition is simpler. In general, for rings that do
not necessarily contain a field, [22] makes substantial usages of an element dlog[−1] = [−1]d[−1]
for the Teichmu¨ller lift [−1] ∈WS(R) to make corrections for 2-torsions. We won’t recall these
corrections of ibid. not needed here, but one aspect of the corrections appears in the following
simple result even when R contains a field. We use it later in Proposition 6.1.5:
Lemma 3.3.1. Let R be a ring containing a field. Then d[a] ∧ d[a] = 0 in WmΩ
2
R for a ∈ R.
Proof. By [22, Definitions 3.1, 3.6 and p.186], we have d[a] ∧ d[a] = dlog[−1] ∧ F2(d[a]) for
each a ∈ R. Let k be a field contained in R. If char(k) = 2, then −1 = 1 in k so that
dlog[−1] = dlog[1] = 0. Hence d[a]∧ d[a] = dlog[−1]∧F2(d[a]) = 0. If char(k) 6= 2, then by the
anti-commutativity we have d[a] ∧ d[a] = −d[a] ∧ d[a] so that 2d[a] ∧ d[a] = 0. Since 2 ∈ k× so
that 2 ∈Wm(k)
×, we deduce d[a] ∧ d[a] = 0. 
3.4. The presheaf T CH. Recall from [38] that the additive higher Chow groups T qn,m(X) :=
TCHq(X,n;m) give a presheaf on SmAffk, by using [27] or [38, Theorem 4.5]. We had further
extensions of these presheaves on Schk defined as follows, motivated by [37, Definition 4.1.1]:
Definition 3.4.1 ([38, §4.4]). Let X ∈ Schk. The functor T
q
n,m : SmAff
op
k → (Ab) induces
the functor T qn,m : (X ↓ SmAffk)
op → (Ab). Here, (X ↓ SmAffk) is the category whose
objects are the k-morphisms X → A, with A ∈ SmAff k, and a morphism from h1 : X → A to
h2 : X → B, with A,B ∈ SmAffk is given by a k-morphism g : A→ B such that g ◦ h1 = h2.
It is cofiltered. Define
(3.3) T CHq(X,n;m) := colim
A∈(X↓SmAffk)op
T qn,m(A).
By [38, Proposition 4.8], we know T CHq(−, n;m) is a presheaf on Smk and Schk. There is a
natural homomorphism αX : T CH
q(X,n;m)→ TCHq(X,n;m), that becomes an isomorphism
for X ∈ SmAff essk .
4. The de Rham-Witt-Chow homomorphism
Let k be an arbitrary field, unless said otherwise.
4.1. The Witt-complex structure over R over an arbitrary field. If k is a perfect field of
characteristic 6= 2, it was proven in [38, Theorem 1.2] that for any smooth k-algebra R essentially
of finite type, the pro-system TCHM (R) = {TCH•(R, •;m)}m∈N is a restricted Witt-complex
over R, in the sense of §3.3, with respect to some operators, namely the restriction R, the
differential δ, the Frobenius Fr and the Verschiebung Vr for r ≥ 1, and the ring homomorphisms
τR : Wm(R)→ TCH
1(R, 1;m). See various definitions in [38]. The universal property of the big
de Rham-Witt complex {WmΩ
•
R}m∈N then induces the system of homomorphisms for n,m ≥ 1
(4.1) τRn,m : WmΩ
n−1
R → TCH
n(R,n;m), τR1,m = τR,
that we would like to call the de Rham-Witt-Chow homomorphisms.
The purpose of §4.1 is to remove the assumptions of perfectness and of the characteristic 6= 2
so that we extend the map (4.1) to arbitrary base fields k:
Theorem 4.1.1. Let k be an arbitrary field, and let R be a smooth semi-local k-algebra es-
sentially of finite type. Then {TCHn(R,n;m)}n,m≥1 has a well-defined structure of a restricted
Witt-complex over R.
If one follows the construction of [36] and [38], to give a structure of a restricted Witt-complex
over R on the additive higher Chow groups {TCHn(R,n;m)}m,n≥1, in fact the only place where
the perfect-ness was used is the product structure. It turned out that actually this assumption
was not very essential.
One result used was this: when Z1 and Z2 are irreducible k-schemes and Z
N
i → Zi are their
normalizations, then for a perfect field k, the normalization (Z1 × Z2)
N → Z1 × Z2 is actually
ZN1 ×Z
N
2 by [33, Lemma 3.1]. Since the normalization procedure was used to define the modulus
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condition, we used this to know what the normalization of Z1 × Z2 is, and in [38, Definition
2.5, Lemma 5.5] or [36, Definition 2.9, Lemma 2.11] we deduced a multi-modulus condition for
Z1 × Z2. When k is not perfect, the normalization of Z1 × Z2 is not necessarily Z
N
1 × Z
N
2 , but
we claim we can still proceed with a minor modification of the arguments of ibids. Here is a
minor improvement of [33, Lemma 3.1], which we state and prove for our needs here, but may
have an independent use:
Lemma 4.1.2. Let k be any field. Let Z1, Z2 be integral k-schemes essentially of finite type.
Let νi : Z
N
i → Zi be the normalizations for i = 1, 2. Then the normalization of Z1×Z2 is given
by the normalization (ZN1 × Z
N
2 )
N → ZN1 × Z
N
2 of the product of the normalizations.
Proof. Let ν : ZN → Z := Z1 × Z2 and ν
′ : Z˜N → Z˜ := ZN1 × Z
N
2 be the normalizations. We
prove that ZN ≃ Z˜N . First note that for the composite maps pri ◦ν : Z
N → Z = Z1×Z2 → Zi
for i = 1, 2, which are dominant, by the universal property of the normalizations ZNi → Zi, we
have the induced maps ZN → ZNi that factor pri ◦ ν for i = 1, 2. By the universal property of
the fiber product ZN1 × Z
N
2 , the above maps induce a unique map Z
N → ZN1 × Z
N
2 , which in
turn induces φ : ZN → Z˜N by the universal property of Z˜N . On the other hand, the composite
(ν1 × ν2) ◦ ν
′ : Z˜N → ZN1 × Z
N
2 → Z = Z1 × Z2 induces the unique map ψ : Z˜
N → ZN by the
universal property of the normalization ZN of Z. One checks immediately that φ ◦ψ and ψ ◦ φ
are both the identity maps, using the respective universal properties. 
Now, we review the previous assumption of characteristic 6= 2 in [36] and [38]. If one follows
the arguments of [36] and [38] again, then one notices that the only place we used previouly the
assumption that char(k) 6= 2 was where we proved that δ2 = 0 for the cycle-theoretic differential
operator δ. See [38, Lemma 6.5]. There, we proved that 2δ2 = 0 first using some general cycle
calculations, and used that, if char(k) 6= 2, then [2] ∈Wm(k)
×, which acts on the cycle gorups,
thus deduced that δ2 = 0. Apparently this argument does not work if char(k) = 2.
However, it is possible to give an alternative argument that works for any characteristic.
The key point is the following Lemma 4.1.3, proven as [36, Proof of Theorem 5.13, Part 2,
p.45], which makes use of neither the assumption of the characteristic of the base field, nor the
prerfectness of the base field, nor the projectivity of the scheme, nor that δ2 = 0:
Lemma 4.1.3. Let k be an arbitrary field. Then for any r ≥ 1, we have rFrδ = δFr and
FrδVr ≡ δ as maps on additive higher Chow groups.
Using this, we will give a proof that δ2 = 0. Since we need to give the entire sketch of the
proof of Theorem 4.1.1 for an arbitray field, including imperfect or char(k) = 2 fields, we will
give the proof of δ2 = 0 in the middle of the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 below as Claim 2. The
definitions of δ, Fr, Vr will also be recalled in the middle of the proof.
Proof of Theorem 4.1.1. We first prove:
Claim 1: Let k be any field. Let Zi ⊂ Xi ×Bni be irreducible cycles satisfying the modulus
m-condition for i = 1, 2. Then Z1 × Z2 satisfies the modulus (m,m) condition in the sense of
[36, Definition 2.9].
For i = 1, 2, let Di ⊂ Xi × Bni−1 = Xi × A
1 × 
ni−1 be the effective divisor given by∑ni−1
j=1 {yj = 1} − (m + 1){ti = 0}, where (ti, y1, · · · , yni−1) ∈ A
1 × 
ni−1 are the coordinates.
Let Zi ⊂ Xi×Bni be the Zariski closure of Zi and let νi : Z
N
i → Zi →֒ Bni be the normalization
composed with the inclusion. Take the normalization ν˜ : WN → Z
N
1 × Z
N
2 , then by Lemma
4.1.2, we know that this composed with Z
N
1 ×Z
N
2 → Z1 × Z2 is the normalization of Z1 ×Z2.
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Now we have the following commutative diagram:
WN
ν˜
// Z
N
1 × Z
N
2
φ
&&▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
1Z×ν2
&&
ν1×1Z
%%
P
p1

p2
// Z
N
1 ×Bn2
ν1×1B

Bn1 × Z
N
2 1B×ν2
// Bn1 ×Bn2 ,
where P is the fiber product, p1, p2 are the obvious projections, and 1Z×ν2, ν1×1Z , ν1×1B , 1B×
ν2 are the obvious maps induced by ν1, ν2. The map φ is given by the universal property of the
fiber product P .
Now, let’s prove the modulus (m,m) condition for Z1 × Z2 on W
N . The modulus condition
of Z1 implies that (ν1× 1B)
∗(D1×Bn2) ≥ 0. Hence p
∗
2(ν1× 1B)
∗(D1×Bn2) ≥ 0. Similarly, the
modulus condition of Z2 implies that p
∗
1(1B × ν2)
∗(Bn1 ×D2) ≥ 0. But by the commutativity
of the fiber square, for θ := (ν1 × 1B) ◦ p2 = (1B × ν2) ◦ p1, the above inequalities are equal to
θ∗(D1×Bn2) ≥ 0 and θ
∗(Bn1×D2) ≥ 0. Adding them up, we have θ
∗(D1×Bn2+Bn1×D2) ≥ 0.
Pulling back further to WN , we have ν˜∗ ◦ φ∗ ◦ θ∗(D1 ×Bn2 +Bn1 ×D2) ≥ 0. This is precisely
the modulus (m,m) condition for Z1 × Z2. Thus Claim 1 is proven.
Once we have the modulus (m,m) condition for Z1 × Z2, then by [38, Proposition 5.7,
Lemma 5.8], which do not require perfectness, we know that µ∗(Z1 × Z2) is an additive cycle
on X1×X2×Bn1+n2−1 of modulus m. We denote it by Z1×µZ2, and extending it Z-bilinearly,
we obtain
×µ : Tz
q1(X1, n1;m)⊗Z Tz
q2(X2, n2;m)→ Tz
q1+q2−1(X1 ×X2, n1 + n2 − 1;m).
One checks that ∂(ξ ×µ η) = ∂(ξ) ×µ η + (−1)
n1−1ξ ×µ ∂(η) and that ×µ is associative. In
particular, this induces ×µ : TCH
q1(X1, n1;m) ⊗Z TCH
q2(X2, n2;m) → TCH
q1+q2−1(X1 ×
X2, n1 + n2 − 1;m) that is associative.
Now whenX := X1 = X2 is smooth over k, we have the diagonal pull-back ∆
∗ : TCHq1+q2−1(X×
X,n1 + n2 − 1;m) → TCH
q1+q2−1(X,n1 + n2 − 1;m), which exists by [38, Corollary 4.15], a
consequence of the moving lemma. Hence for each fixedm ≥ 1, with ∧X := ∆
∗◦×µ as the prod-
uct structure, the collection {TCHq(X,n;m)}q,n≥1 is a graded algebra, and the Milnor range
{TCHn(X,n;m)}n≥1 forms a graded sub-algebra. It is graded commutative by [38, Lemma
5.3].
Its differential is given in [38, §6.1] (and [36, §4.2]) by the rational map δ : X×A1×n−1 99K
X ×A1×n given by (x, t, y1, · · · , yn−1) 7→ (x, t, t
−1, y1, · · · , yn−1). This map is regular on the
open subset U given by t 6= 0, 1. For a given irreducible admissible cycle Z ∈ Tzn(X,n;m) with
modulus m, we take δ(Z|U ). Then by [38, Lemmas 6.1, 6.3, Proposition 6.4], the image δ(Z|U )
is actually an irreducible admissible closed subscheme of X × A1 × n with modulus m, i.e.
δ : Tzq(X,n;m)→ Tzq+1(X,n+ 1;m) is a homomorphism. Furthermore δ∂ + ∂δ = 0 (loc.cit.)
so that it gives δ : TCHq(X,n;m)→ TCHq+1(X,n + 1;m).
Before we prove that δ2 = 0, we recall the definitions of the Frobenius Fr and the Verschiebung
Vr operators. For r ≥ 1, let ϕr : A
1 → A1 be x 7→ xr. This is finite and flat, so that for
cycles on X × A1 × n−1, we have the finite push-forward Fr := ϕr∗ and the flat pull-back
Vr := ϕ
∗
r . In [36, §5.1, 5.2], it is checked that Fr and Vr commute with the boundary maps ∂
so that they induce Fr : TCH
q(X,n; rm+ r − 1)→ TCHq(X,n;m) and Vr : TCH
q(X,n;m)→
TCHq(X,n; rm+ r − 1), the r-th Frobenius and r-th Verschiebung, respectively. We now take
X = Spec (R) and prove the following, which now works for all characteristic:
Claim 2: Let k be any field. Then the operators δ : TCHq(R,n;m)→ TCHq+1(R,n+ 1;m)
satisfy δ2 = 0.
For some integer m′ ≥ 2, let Z ′ ∈ TCHq(R,n;m′) be any cycle class. It is represented
by a cycle (also denoted by Z ′) such that ∂ǫi (Z
′) = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and ǫ ∈ {0,∞}
by the normalization theorem [38, Theorem 3.2]. For the permutation τ = (1, 2), we have
τ · δ2(Z ′) = δ2(Z ′) by the definition of δ. On the other hand, by [38, Lemma 5.3] which uses
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that ∂ǫi (Z
′) = 0 for each i and each ǫ, we have τ · δ2(Z ′) ≡ −δ2(Z ′) in TCHq+2(R,n + 2;m′).
Combining these two, we have 2δ2(Z ′) ≡ 0.
But, by [36, Proof of Theorem 5.13, Part 2], recalled in Lemma 4.1.3, the operators δ, Fr , Vr
satisfy rFrδ = δFr and FrδVr ≡ δ. Hence applying the Frobenius F2 to 2δ
2(Z ′) ≡ 0, by the
first identity of Lemma 4.1.3, we get
(4.2) 0 ≡ 2F2δ
2(Z ′) = δF2δ(Z
′).
Let Z ∈ TCHq(R,n;m) be any cycle class represented by a cycle (also denoted by Z) with
∂ǫi (Z) = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and ǫ ∈ {0,∞}. Now take the V2(Z) for Z
′ with m′ =
2m+ 2− 1 = 2m+ 1, so that (4.2) reads
(4.3) 0 ≡ δF2δV2(Z).
But by the second identity of Lemma 4.1.3 we have F2δV2 ≡ δ, so that (4.3) is just δ
2(Z) ≡ 0.
This proves Claim 2.
Now the rest of the proof is identical. Namely, by [38, Proposition 6.12], this differential oper-
ator δ and the graded product ∧R satisy the graded Leibniz rule, so that for eachm ≥ 1, the data
({TCHq(R,n;m)}q,n≥1,∧R, δ) is a differential graded algebra, and ({TCH
n(R,n;m)}n≥1,∧R, δ)
is a differential graded subalgebra.
The natural inclusion R : Tzq(R, •;m + 1) → Tzq(R, •;m) induces R : TCHq(R,n;m +
1) → TCHq(R,n;m). The structure map Spec (R) → Spec (k) gives the flat pull-back f∗ :
TCH1(k, 1;m) → TCH1(R, 1;m). The conditions required for the collection {TCHq(R,n;m)}q,n,m≥1
with ∧R, δ, {Fr, Vr}r≥1, R, f
∗ to form a restricted Witt-complex over k are verified in [36] and
[38]. More precisely, the condition that Fr, Vr are functorial group homomorphisms is proven
in [36, Lemmas 5.4, 5.9], furthermore that Fr are graded ring homomorphisms is proven in
[36, Corollary 5.6]. The properties (i), (ii), (iii) of §3.3 and (v) for k are proven in [36, Proof
of Theorem 5.13; Part 1, p.42]. The property (iv) of §3.3 is proven in [36, Proof of Theorem
5.13; Part 2, p.45], which was recalled as the second identity of Lemma 4.1.3. None of those
require neither the perfectness assumption of k, nor an assumption on char(k). In particular,
the collection {TCHn(R,n;m)} forms a restricted Witt-complex over k.
To promote the so-constructed restricted Witt-complex structure over k to a restricted Witt-
complex structure over R, one needs a ring homomorphism τR : Wm(R)→ TCH
1(R, 1;m) that
is compatible with Fr and Vr. This is done in [38, Proposition 7.9]. Under this, the remaining
property (v) for R of §3.3 is proven in [38, Theorem 7.10]. Again, none of these require neither
the perfectness assumption of k, nor an assumption on char(k).
Hence the collection {TCHn(R,n;m)} is a restricted Witt-complex over R, proving the the-
orem for an arbitrary base field k. 
We now obtain the map (4.1) for an arbitary field as well:
Corollary 4.1.4. Let k be an arbitrary field. Let R be a smooth affine k-algebra essentially
of finite type, and n,m ≥ 1. Then there exists a unique homomorphism τRn,m : WmΩ
n−1
R →
TCHn(R,n;m) that defines a homomorphism {τRn,m}n,m≥1 of restricted Witt-complexes over R
such that τR1,m = τR, where τR : Wm(R)→ TCH
n(R,n;m) is given in the above. Furthermore,
τR is an isomorphism of rings.
Proof. The argument for the first follows immediately by the universal property of the big de
Rham-Witt complexes WmΩ
n−1
R . cf. [38, Theorem 7.11]. The ring R is a UFD by Auslander-
Buchsbaum so that τR is an isomorphism by [38, Theorem 7.12]. 
Corollary 4.1.5. Since the maps in (4.1) give a morphism of restricted Witt-complexes over
R, we deduce the following identities:
(4.4) τRn,md = δτ
R
n−1,m; τ
R
n,rm+r−1Vr = Vrτ
R
n,m; τ
R
n,mFr = Frτ
R
n,rm+r−1.
The second identity of (4.4) implies the following variation, up to applying R:
(4.5) τRn,mVr = Vrτ
R
n,⌊m/r⌋.
Definition 4.1.6. For X ∈ Schk, one defines WmΩ
n
X exactly as we defined T CH
q(X,n;m) in
(3.3). For each Spec (R) ∈ SmAff essk , we have a natural homomorphism τ
R
n,m : WmΩ
n−1
R →
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TCHn(R,n;m) of restricted Witt-complexes. So, by taking colim(X↓SmAffk)op and the Zariski
sheafifications on Schk, we obtain a morphism of Zariski sheaves τn,m : WmΩ
n−1
(−)Zar
→ T CHn(−, n;m)Zar
on Schk, in particular on its subcategory Smk.
4.2. The statement of the main theorem. The main theorem of the paper is the following:
Theorem 4.2.1. Let R be a smooth semi-local k-algebra essentially of finite type over an arbi-
trary field k. Then for m,n ≥ 1, the map τRn,m : WmΩ
n−1
R → TCH
n(R,n;m) is an isomorphism.
This theorem generalizes the isomorphism of [47, Theorem 1], and it is the additive analogue
of [12, Theorem 3.4], [30] and [31]. For such R, we already have an isomorphism τR1,m = τR :
Wm(R)
≃
→ TCH1(R, 1;m) (even as rings) (see [38, Theorem 7.12]), but extending it to n ≥ 2 is
very nontrivial.
We will first consider the case when k is perfect, and prove the injectivity of τRn,m in Corollary
5.0.2. For surjectivity, we first consider the case of infinite perfect k and use the semi-local
moving lemma [40, Theorem 1.1], recalled as Theorem 2.5.4, to prove the surjectivity in this
case. For finite fields, we use e´tale and Galois descent arguments to settle this case in §6.4. The
final remaining case of imperfect base fields is resolved in §7 separately.
4.3. Functoriality. Let k be an arbitrary field. The following Proposition 4.3.1 proven in [38]
was originally stated for a perfect base field of characteristic 6= 2 but neither the perfectness
assumption nor the characteristic assumption is used in the proof. We simply recall it and use
it to discuss a bit further functoriality. The goal is to prove Theorem 4.3.3.
Proposition 4.3.1 ([38, Theorem 7.1, Proposition 7.3]). Let f : Spec (R′) → Spec (R) be
a finite morphism of smooth k-schemes essentially of finite type. Let n,m, r ≥ 1 be in-
tegers. Then the pull-back f∗ : TCHn(R,n;m) → TCHn(R′, n;m) and the push-forward
f∗ : TCH
n(R′, n;m)→ TCHn(R,n;m) satisfy
Rf∗ = f∗R; δf∗ = f∗δ; Frf
∗ = f∗Fr; Vrf
∗ = f∗Vr;
Rf∗ = f∗R; δf∗ = f∗δ; Frf∗ = f∗Fr; Vrf∗ = f∗Vr.
The pull-back f∗ exists ([38, Corollary 4.15]) as a consequence of the moving lemma, which
uses the smoothness of R, but no assumption on the base field. We have:
Lemma 4.3.2. Let f : Spec (R′) → Spec (R) be a morphism of smooth k-schemes essentially
of finite type. Then f∗ ◦ τR1,m([a]) = τ
R′
1,m ◦ f
∗([a]) for all a ∈ R.
Proof. Let Γ(1−at) denote the cycle in TCH
1(R, 1;m) corresponding to the ideal (1−at) ⊂ R[t].
By the definition of τR1,m = τR, we have f
∗ ◦ τR1,m([a]) = f
∗([Γ(1−at)]). Since f
∗([Γ(1−at)]) =
[Γ(1−f♯(a)t)] is an admissible cycle on Spec (R) × , where f
♯ : R → R′ is the corresponding
homomorphism, we conclude that f∗([Γ(1−at)]) = τ
R′
1,m([f
♯(a)]). This proves the lemma. 
Let TCH(R;m) =
⊕
p,q≥0TCH
q(R, p;m). Recall from Theorem 4.1.1 that TCH(R;m) forms
a restricted Witt-complex over R. We furthermore have:
Theorem 4.3.3. Let f : Spec (R′)→ Spec (R) be a morphism of smooth k-schemes essentially
of finite type. Then f∗ : TCH(R;m)→ TCH(R′;m) is a morphism of restricted Witt-complexes
over R.
Proof. The theorem is equivalent to prove the following: (1) f∗ commutes with the products.
(2) f∗ commutes with the differentials. (3) f∗ commutes with R, Fr and Vr. (4) f
∗ commutes
with λR = τR.
(3) is shown in [38, Theorem 7.1] and (4) is shown in Lemma 4.3.2. We prove (1) and (2).
Let X = Spec (R) and X ′ = Spec (R′). To prove (1), it suffices to prove it for irreducible
cycles. By [34, Proof of Theorem 7.1], there exists a finite set W of locally closed subsets of
X such that the map f∗ : TzqW(X, •;m) → Tz
q(X ′, •;m) given by f∗(Z) = [f−1(Z)], is well-
defined. Here, the group on the left is defined as in Definition 2.3.1. Choose an irreducible cycle
Z ∈ TzqW(X, •;m). We claim that there is a finite set C of locally closed subsets of X such that
the following hold.
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(i) f∗ : TzqC(X, •;m)→ Tz
q(X ′, •;m) is defined.
(ii) Z ⊠ Z ′ ∈ Tzq{∆X}(X ×X, •;m) for all Z
′ ∈ TzqC(X, •;m).
(iii) f∗(Z)⊠ f∗(Z ′) ∈ Tzq{∆X′}
(X ′ ×X ′, •;m) for all Z ′ ∈ TzqC(X, •;m).
Let Zf be the (finite) collection {Zi ∩ (X
′ ×A1 × F )}, where Zi is an irreducible component
of f∗(Z) and F ⊂ n−1 is a face. Under the moving lemma ([38, Theorem 4.10]), by the same
argument of [39, Lemmas 3.5, 3.10] there exists a finite collection W ′ of locally closed subsets
of {X × A1 ×ni} such that for TzqW ′(X, •;m) in the sense of [35, Definition 5.3], we have
(i) f∗ : TzqW ′(X, •;m)→ Tz
q
Zf
(X ′, •;m) is well-defined.
(ii) Z ⊠ Z ′ ∈ Tzq{∆X}(X ×X, •;m) for all Z
′ ∈ TzqW ′(X, •;m).
(iii) Zi ⊠ f
∗(Z ′) ∈ Tzq{∆X′}
(X ′ × X ′, •;m) for all Z ′ ∈ TzqW ′(X, •;m) and all irreducible
components Zi of f
∗(Z).
Furthermore, it follows also by the moving lemma ([38, Theorem 4.10]) and the argument of
[39, Lemma 3.4] that there exists a finite collection C′ of locally closed subsets of X such that
TzqW ′(X, •;m) = Tz
q
C′(X, •;m). Setting C =W ∪ C
′, we get the proof of the claim.
We now consider the commutative diagram, where µ : A1 × A1 → A1 is (t1, t2) 7→ t1t2,
(4.6) X ′ ×A1
f

X ′ × A1 × A1
∆X′
//
f

µ
oo X ′ ×X ′ × A1 × A1
f×f

X × A1 X × A1 × A1
∆X
//
µ
oo X ×X × A1 × A1.
If we choose any irreducible cycle Z ′ ∈ TzqC(X, •;m), then by the claim ∆
∗
X(Z ⊠ Z
′) and
∆∗X′ ◦ (f × f)
∗(Z ⊠ Z ′) are admissible cycles, and by the commutativity of the right square in
(4.6), we have ∆∗X′ ◦ (f × f)
∗(Z ⊠Z ′) = f∗(∆∗X(Z ⊠Z
′)). In particular, f∗ ◦∆∗X(Z ⊠Z
′) is an
admissible cycle.
Now by [38, Corollary 5.11], the cycles µ∗◦∆
∗
X′ ◦(f×f)
∗(Z⊠Z ′) and µ∗◦∆
∗
X ◦(f×f)
∗(Z⊠Z ′)
are admissible. Since the left square in (4.6) is transverse, we get f∗(Z ·Z ′) = f∗ ◦µ∗ ◦∆
∗
X(Z⊠
Z ′) = µ∗ ◦∆
∗
X ◦ (f × f)
∗(Z ⊠ Z ′) = f∗(Z) · f∗(Z ′).
Finally, by [38, Theorem 4.10], the inclusions TzqC(X, •;m) →֒ Tz
q(X, •;m) and TzqW(X, •;m) →֒
Tzq(X, •;m) are quasi-isomorphisms, and this shows (1).
To prove (2), recall again from [38, Definition 6.2] that the differential δ = δX : Tz
q(X,n;m)→
Tzq+1(X,n+1;m) is defined as the push-forward with respect to the map δX : X×Gm×
n−1 →
X ×A1×n, given by δ(x, t, y1, · · · , yn−1) = (x, t, t
−1, y1, · · · , yn−1) for t 6 0, 1. Here, δX∗(Z) is
an irreducible admissible cycle if Z is so, by [38, Lemma 6.3, Proposition 6.4]. Since the square
X ′ ×Gm ×
n−1
f

δX′
// X ′ × A1 ×n
f

X ×Gm ×
n−1 δX // X × A1 ×n
is transverse, it follows that δX′∗ ◦ f
∗(Z) = f∗ ◦ δX∗(Z) for every irreducible cycle Z ∈
TzqC(X, •;m). We conclude again that f
∗◦δ = δ◦f∗ from the quasi-isomorphism TzqC(X, •;m) →֒
Tzq(X, •;m). The proof of the theorem is complete. 
Corollary 4.3.4. Let f : Spec (R′)→ Spec (R) be a morphism of smooth k-schemes essentially
of finite type. Then the diagram
(4.7) WmΩ
n−1
R
τRn,m
//
f∗

TCHn(R,n;m)
f∗

WmΩ
n−1
R′
τR
′
n,m
// TCHn(R′, n;m)
commutes for all integers m,n ≥ 1.
Proof. The left vertical arrow is a morphism of restricted Witt-complexes over R, and τR and
τR
′
are morphisms of restricted Witt-complexes over R and R′, respectively, thus over R. By
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Theorem 4.3.3, the right vertical arrow is also a morphism of restricted Witt-complexes over R.
In particular f∗◦τR and τR
′
◦f∗ are both morphisms of restricted Witt-complexes over R. Since
WmΩ
•
R is the universal restricted Witt-complex over R, we must have f
∗ ◦ τR = τR
′
◦ f∗. 
4.4. p-typical additive higher Chow groups. We now define the p-typical analogue of
additive higher Chow groups. Let k be an arbitrary field of characteristic p > 0 and let R be a
smooth k-algebra essentially of finite type. By Theorem 4.1.1, we know {TCHn(R,n;m)}n,m≥1
has the structure of a restricted Witt-complex over R. We let
TCHn(R;∞) := lim←−
m≥1
TCHn(R,n;m), TCHM (R;∞) =
⊕
n≥1
TCHn(R;∞).
Then TCHM (R;∞) is a differential graded W(R)-algebra with the compatible Frobenius and
Verschiebung operators induced from those on {TCHn(R,n;m)}n,m≥1.
Recall from [4, §I.3] that there is a projection W(R)→ W (R), where W (R) is the p-typical
ring of Witt vectors, given by π :=
∑
n∈I(p)
µ(n)
n VnFn, where I(p) is the set of integers ≥ 1
not divisible by p, and µ(n) is the Mo¨bius function. The projection π gives an idempotent
element e =
∑
n∈I(p)
µ(n)
n VnFn(1) ∈W(R). In particular, every W(R)-module L has a canonical
decomposition L = eL
⊕
(1 − e)L. Applying this to TCHn(R;∞), we obtain the p-typical
additive higher Chow groups
(4.8) TCHn(p)(R; p
∞) := e(TCHn(R;∞)), TCHM(p)(R; p
∞) :=
⊕
n≥1
TCHn(p)(R; p
∞),
(4.9) TCHn(p)(R; p
i) := TCHn(p)(R; p
∞)/pi, TCHM(p)(R; p
i) := TCHM(p)(R; p
∞)/pi
where i ≥ 0. It follows that each TCHn(p)(R; p
∞) is an W (R)-module. Since TCHq(X,n;m) is a
presheaf on SmAffk, in particular TCH
n
(p)(X; p
i) gives presheaves on SmAffk for 0 ≤ i ≤ ∞.
So, as in (3.3) we define for X ∈ Schk,
(4.10) T CHn(p)(X; p
i) := colim
A∈(X↓SmAffk)op
TCHn(p)(A; p
i),
and it gives a presheaf on Schk.
Remark 4.4.1. We may also defineWiΩ
n
X exactly as in (3.3) using the category (X ↓ SmAffk)
op.
Here,WiΩ
n
R andWΩ
n
R = lim←−i
WiΩ
n
R are the p-typical de Rham-Witt forms of Deligne and Illusie
[24].
An application of the p-typicalization functor π to (4.1) yields the p-typical de Rham-Witt-
Chow homomorphisms
(4.11) τRn,(p) : WΩ
n−1
R → TCH
n
(p)(R; p
∞) and τRn,(p),i : WΩ
n−1
R /p
i → TCHn(p)(R; p
i).
We use the p-typical additive higher Chow groups in §6.5 to describe crystalline cohomology in
terms of algebraic cycles.
5. Injectivity for perfect base fields
Let k be a perfect field, unless we say otherwise. The injectivity of τRn,m requires the following:
Proposition 5.0.1. Let R be a smooth integral semi-local k-algebra essentially of finite type
and let K = Frac(R). Then for m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 0, the natural map WmΩ
n
R → WmΩ
n
K is
injective.
Proof. We prove the proposition in two steps.
Step 1. Let m = 1. We show that ΩnR/Z → Ω
n
K/Z is injective.
Claim: ΩiR/Z is a free R-module, possibly of an infinite rank.
This is obvious for i = 0. Suppose i ≥ 1. Consider the Jacobi-Zariski exact sequence of the
maps Z→ k → R from [41, 3.5.5.1] (which generalizes [20, Proposition 8.3A]):
· · · → D1(R|k)→ Ω
1
k/Z ⊗k R→ Ω
1
R/Z → Ω
1
R/k → 0,
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where D1(R|k) is the first Andre´-Quillen homology of M. Andre´ [1] and D. Quillen [45] (see [41,
3.5.4]). Since R is smooth over k, we have D1(R|k) = 0 by [41, Theorem 3.5.6]. On the other
hand, since R is a smooth semi-local k-algebra, Ω1R/k is a free R-module. Thus, we have an
isomorphism Ω1R/Z ≃ Ω
1
R/k ⊕ (Ω
1
k/Z⊗kR). Since Ω
1
k/Z is a free k-module (a k-vector space), the
space Ω1k/Z ⊗k R is a free R-module. Hence, Ω
1
R/Z is a free R-module. Taking wedge products,
we deduce that ΩiR/Z is a free R-module for all i ≥ 1, proving the Claim.
Going back to the proof of Step 1, apply the functor − ⊗R Ω
i
R/Z to the inclusion R →֒ K.
By Claim, the module ΩiR/Z is free so that we get an injection Ω
i
R/Z →֒ K ⊗R Ω
i
R/Z, where the
latter group is isomorphic to ΩiK/Z by [20, Proposition 8.2A]. Hence, Step 1 is done.
Step 2. Now suppose m ≥ 1. When char(k) = 0, by [47, Remark 1.12], WmΩ
n
R → WmΩ
n
K
decompose into a direct product of ΩnR/Z → Ω
n
K/Z, each of which is injective by Step 1. Hence,
their direct product is also injective.
When char(k) = p > 0, recall that by [22, Example 1.11] (also [47, Theorem 1.11]), WmΩ
n
R →
WmΩ
n
K decomposes into a direct product of some copies of maps of p-typical de Rham-Witt
forms WsΩ
n
R →WsΩ
n
K of finite lengths, where the product is over some values of s (see loc.cit.
for the precise values). But, it is proven, for instance in M. Gros [15, Proposition 5.1.2], that for
any smooth k-scheme X, the Cousin complex of WsΩ
n
X is a resolution of WsΩ
n
X . In particular,
each WsΩ
n
R → WsΩ
n
K is injective. Hence, WmΩ
n
R → WmΩ
n
K is injective. This completes the
proof of the proposition. 
Corollary 5.0.2. Let R be a smooth semi-local k-algebra essentially of finite type. Then τRn,m
is injective.
Proof. If R is not integral, then because R is smooth, Spec (R) is a disjoint union of smooth
integral semi-local k-schemes. So, by working with each connected component (which is also
an irreducible component), we reduce to the case when R is integral. So, suppose R is integral,
and let K = Frac(R). We have a commutative diagram
WmΩ
n−1
R
τRn,m
//

TCHn(R,n;m)

WmΩ
n−1
K
τKn,m
≃
// TCHn(K,n;m),
where the right vertical map is the flat pull-back via Spec (K)→ Spec (R), the map τKn,m is the
isomorphism of [47, Theorem 1], and the left vertical map is injective by Proposition 5.0.1. In
particular, the map τRn,m is injective. 
6. Surjectivity for perfect base fields
Let k be any perfect field, unless stated otherwise. The goal of this section is to prove the
surjectivity of the de Rham-Witt-Chow homomorphism (4.1) for smooth semi-local k-schemes
essentially of finite type. This thus proves Theorem 4.2.1 for all perfect base fields.
6.1. Traceability of de Rham-Witt forms via cycles.
6.1.1. Notion of traceability. Let R → S be a finite extension of smooth semi-local k-algebras
essentially of finite type and let f : Spec (S) → Spec (R) be the corresponding morphism of
schemes. Let m,n ≥ 1 be two integers. Given this, we obtain a diagram:
(6.1) WmΩ
n−1
S
τSn,m
// TCHn(S, n;m)
f∗

WmΩ
n−1
R
τRn,m
// TCHn(R,n;m).
A problem one faces is that it is a priori unknown if there is a trace mapWmΩ
n−1
S →WmΩ
n−1
R
that completes (6.1). The main idea here is to use the push-forward f∗ of algebraic cycles as a
trace-like operation on the de Rham-Witt forms.
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Definition 6.1.1. Let R → S be as above. We say that a de Rham-Witt form ω ∈ WmΩ
n−1
S
is traceable to R (via cycles) if f∗ ◦ τ
S
n,m(ω) ∈ Image(τ
R
n,m).
6.1.2. Traceability under simple ring extensions. We first aim to show the traceability of the de
Rham-Witt forms under “simple extensions” for smooth semi-local rings in Proposition 6.1.5.
Recall:
Definition 6.1.2. A ring extension R ⊂ S is said to be a simple extension if there exists a
monic irreducible polynomial p(t) ∈ R[t] such that S ≃ R[t]/(p(t)).
Let e = deg(p(t)). Let a := t mod (p(t)) in S. Then S is a finite free R-module with an
R-basis {1, a, a2, · · · , ae−1}. We need the following basic fact about the ring of Witt vectors.
Lemma 6.1.3. Let S be a free R-algebra with {x1, · · · , xe} as an R-basis. Let T be a finite
truncation set. Then every ω ∈ WT (S) is uniquely written as ω =
∑
n∈T
∑e
i=1 Vn([cn,i]T/n ·
[xi]T/n), for some cn,i ∈ R, where [−]T/n denotes the Teichmu¨ller lift in WT/n(R), and Vn is
the n-th Verschiebung operator.
Proof. Its proof is similar to that of [47, Lemma 2.20], for instance. Let ω = (ωn)n∈T ∈WT (S).
Suppose ω 6= 0, for otherwise there is nothing to prove. Define an operator ϕ as follows: first
choose s0 = min{s ∈ T | ωs 6= 0}. This minimum exists because ω 6= 0. Here, ωs0 ∈ S so
that there exists a unique expression ωs0 =
∑e
i=1 cs0,i · xi in S for some cs0,i ∈ R. Now, define
ϕ(ω) := ω − Vs0(
∑e
i=1[cs0,i]T/s0 · [xi]T/s0). Now, we have either ϕ(ω) = 0, or ϕ(ω) 6= 0. In the
former case, the argument stops, while in the latter case, there exists s1 := min{s ∈ T | ϕ(ω)s 6=
0} and by construction s1 > s0. We repeat this procedure. Since |T | < ∞, there exists N ≥ 1
such that eventually ϕN (ω) = 0. 
When S is a simple extension, and T = {1, · · · ,m}, we immediately deduce that ω =∑m
i=1
∑e−1
j=0 Vi([ci,j ]⌊m/i⌋ · [a]
j
⌊m/i⌋).
Recall from [47, Proposition A.9] that for a finite free extension of rings R→ S, and m ≥ 1,
there is a trace map TrS/R : Wm(S) → Wm(R) which commutes with the Frobenius and the
Verschiebung operators, and satisfies other usual properties of the trace maps. This TrS/R is
given as follows: for the finite free extension R[[t]] → S[[t]], we have the norm map NS/R :
(S[[t]])× → (R[[t]])× given by the determinant of the left multiplication maps, which induces
NS/R : (1 + tS[[t]])
×/(1 + tm+1S[[t]])× → (1 + tR[[t]])×/(1 + tm+1R[[t]])×. This NS/R is the
definition of TrS/R via the identification (3.1).
Lemma 6.1.4. Let R ⊂ S be a simple extension of smooth semi-local k-algebras essentially of
finite type and let m ≥ 1 be an integer. Then the diagram
(6.2) Wm(S)
τS1,m
//
TrS/R

TCH1(S, 1;m)
f∗

Wm(R)
τR1,m
// TCH1(R, 1;m)
commutes, where f : Spec (S)→ Spec (R) is the induced map.
Proof. Using Proposition 4.3.1 and Lemma 6.1.3, it only remains to check that τR1,m(TrS/R([x])) =
f∗([Γ(1−xt)]) for all x ∈ S, where Γ(1−xt) is the cycle in TCH
1(S, 1;m) corresponding to the ideal
(1 − xt) ⊂ S[t]. Since [x] ∈ Wm(S) corresponds to 1 − xt ∈ (1 + tS[[t]])
×/(1 + tm+1S[[t]])×,
by the definition of TrS/R we have TrS/R([x]) = NS/R(1 − xt). On the other hand, for
a polynomial representative g(t) ∈ (1 + tR[[t]])×/(1 + tm+1R[[t]])×, we have by definition
τR1,m(g(t)) = [Γ(g(t))]. Hence, τ
R
1,m(TrS/R([x])) = τ
R
1,m(NR/S(1 − xt)) = [Γ(NS/R(1−xt))]. On
the other hand, by [13, Proposition 1.4(2)], we have f∗(div(1 − xt)) = [div(NS/R(1 − xt))].
Since 1 − xt and NS/R(1 − xt) are regular functions, we have div(1 − xt) = Γ(1−xt) and
div(NS/R(1 − xt)) = Γ(NS/R(1−xt)). Hence, we have [Γ(NS/R(1−xt))] = f∗([Γ(1−xt)]). Hence,
we have τR1,m(TrS/R([x])) = [Γ(NS/R(1−xt))] = f∗([Γ(1−xt)]), as desired. 
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Proposition 6.1.5. Let R→ S be a simple extension of smooth semi-local k-algebras essentially
of finite type. Let m,n ≥ 1 be integers. Then every ω ∈WmΩ
n−1
S is traceable to R.
Proof. Let p(t) ∈ R[t] be a monic polynomial of degree e such that S ≃ R[t]/(p(t)). Let a = t
mod p(t) so that {1, a, · · · , ae−1} is an R-basis of S. For m,n ≥ 1, let Pn,m be the statement:
every member of WmΩ
n−1
S is traceable to R.
We prove the proposition by a double induction argument on the variables (n,m) ∈ N × N.
Note that the statement P1,m holds for all m ≥ 1 by Lemma 6.1.4. In particular, P1,1 is also
true.
Case 1: We show first that Pn,1 holds for all n ≥ 1.
Subcase 1-1: To show P2,1, note that every element of W1Ω
1
S ≃ Ω
1
S/Z is a finite sum of
1-forms of the type caid(c′aj) = cai+jdc′ + jcc′ai+j−1da for some c, c′ ∈ R. So, we reduce to
show that 1-forms of the types caidc′ and caida are traceable for all c, c′ ∈ R and i ≥ 0.
For caidc′, we have
(6.3)
f∗ ◦ τ
S
2,1(ca
idc′)=†f∗
(
τS1,1(a
i) · τS2,1(cdc
′)
)
=f∗
(
τS1,1(a
i) · τS2,1(f
∗(cdc′))
)
=‡f∗
(
τS1,1(a
i) · f∗
(
τR2,1(cdc
′)
))
=1f∗(τ
S
1,1(a
i)) · τR2,1(cdc
′)
=2τR1,1
(
TrS/R(a
i)
)
· τR2,1(cdc
′)=†τR2,1
(
TrS/R(a
i) · (cdc′)
)
.
Here, the equalities =† hold because τRm,n, τ
S
m,n are morphisms of DGAs. The equality =
‡
holds by Corollary 4.3.4, =1 by the projection formula for the additive higher Chow groups,
and =2 holds by Lemma 6.1.4. We conclude that 1-forms of the type caidc′ are traceable to R.
Next, for caida, note that by the part of definition of a restricted Witt-complex in §3.3(v),
we can write caida = cFi+1d[a], using the Frobenius operator. Hence,
(6.4)
f∗ ◦ τ
S
2,1(ca
ida)=f∗ ◦ τ
S
2,1(cFi+1d[a]) = f∗ ◦ τ
S
2,1(f
∗(c)Fi+1d[a])
=0 f∗(τ
S
1,1(f
∗(c)) · τS2,1(Fi+1d[a])) =
† f∗
(
τS1,1(f
∗(c)) · Fi+1δτ
S
1,2i+1([a])
)
=‡f∗
(
f∗(τR1,1(c)) · Fi+1δτ
S
1,2i+1([a])
)
=1τR1,1(c) · f∗Fi+1δτ
S
1,2i+1([a])
=2τR1,1(c) · Fi+1δf∗τ
S
1,2i+1([a])=
3τR1,1(c) · Fi+1δτ
R
1,2i+1(TrS/R([a]))
=†τR1,1(c) · Fi+1τ
R
2,2i+1(d(TrS/R([a]))) =
† τR1,1(c) · τ
R
2,1Fi+1d(TrS/R([a]))
=0τR2,1
(
c · Fi+1d(TrS/R(a))
)
,
where the equalities =0 hold because τRn,m and τ
S
n,m are morphisms of DGAs, the equalities =
†
hold by (4.4), the equality =‡ holds by Corollary 4.3.4, =1 holds by the projection formula for
f∗ and f
∗, =2 holds by Proposition 4.3.1, and =3 holds by Lemma 6.1.4. We conclude that
1-forms of the type caida are traceable to R. Hence P2,1 is true.
Subcase 1-2: Suppose now that n > 2 and that the statements Pi,1 are true for all 1 ≤ i < n.
It suffices to show that the forms of the type ω = c0a
i0d(c1a
i1)∧ · · ·∧d(cn−1a
in−1) are traceable
to R, where c0, · · · , cn−1 ∈ R and i0, · · · , in−1 ≥ 0 are integers. Each d(cja
ij ) is equal to
aijdcj + ijcja
ij−1da by the Leibniz rule, so that expanding the terms of ω, we reduce to show
that every element of the form
ω0 := c0a
idc1 ∧ · · · ∧ dcs ∧ da ∧ · · · ∧ da︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−s−1
is traceable to R, where 0 ≤ s ≤ n− 1 and c0, · · · , cs ∈ R.
• If n−s−1 = 0, then the traceability of ω follows by repeating the steps in (6.3) in verbatim.
• If n − s − 1 = 1, let ω′0 := a
ida so that ω0 = c0dc1 ∧ · · · ∧ dcs ∧ ω
′
0. Since P2,1 is true, we
can write f∗τ
S
2,1(ω
′
0) =
♠ τR2,1(ω
′′
0) for some ω
′′
0 ∈ Ω
1
R/Z. Set η := c0dc1 ∧ · · · ∧ dcs ∈ Ω
s
R/Z. Then,
we have
(6.5)
f∗ ◦ τ
S
n,1(ω0) = f∗ ◦ τ
S
n,1 (η ∧ ω
′
0) = f∗ ◦ τ
S
n,1 (f
∗(η) ∧ ω′0)
=†f∗
(
τSn−1,1f
∗(η) ∧ τS2,1(ω
′
0)
)
=‡ f∗
(
f∗τRn−1,1(η) ∧ τ
S
2,1(ω
′
0)
)
=1τRn−1,1(η) ∧ f∗τ
S
2,1(ω
′
0)=
♠τRn−1,1(η) ∧ τ
R
2,1(ω
′′
0)=
†τRn,1 (η ∧ ω
′′
0 ) ,
where the equalities =† hold because τRn,m and τ
S
n,m are morphisms of DGAs, =
‡ holds by
Corollary 4.3.4, and =1 holds by the projection formula for f∗ and f
∗. We conclude that ω0 is
traceable to R.
• If n−1− s > 1, then ω0 = 0 because da∧da = 0 by Lemma 3.3.1. So, ω0 is traceable to R.
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We have thus shown so far that Pn,1 and P1,m are true for all n,m ≥ 1.
Case 2: We now show that Pn,m is true in general by using double induction on (n,m).
Fix m,n ≥ 2 and suppose that we know Pi,j holds for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, except
(i, j) = (n,m).
Through the surjection Ωn−1
Wm(S)
։WmΩ
n−1
S and Lemma 6.1.3, we know that every element
in WmΩ
n−1
S is a sum of de Rham-Witt forms of the type ω = Vr0([c0][a]
i0) ·dVr1([c1][a]
i1)∧ · · · ∧
dVrn−1([cn−1][a]
in−1), where c0, · · · , cn−1 ∈ R, r0, · · · , rn−1 ∈ {1, · · · ,m}, and 0 ≤ i0, · · · , in−1 ≤
e− 1.
Subcase 2-1: First, consider the case r0 > 1. Let ω0 := dVr1([c1][a]
i1)∧· · ·∧dVrn−1([cn−1][a]
in−1).
In this case, we can write
ω = Vr0([c0][a]
i0) · ω0 = Vr0([c0][a]
i0 · Fr0(ω0))
by the projection formula for Vr and Fr (see §3.3(iii)). Since ω
′
0 := [c0][a]
i0 · Fr0(ω0) ∈
W⌊m/r0⌋Ω
n−1
S , it is traceable to R by the induction hypothesis Pn,⌊m/r0⌋. In particular, there
exists η ∈W⌊m/r0⌋Ω
n−1
R such that f∗τ
S
n,⌊m/r0⌋
(ω′0) =
♣ τRn,⌊m/r0⌋(η). This in turn yields
f∗τ
S
n,m(ω) = f∗τ
S
n,mVr0(ω
′
0) =
† f∗Vr0τ
S
n,⌊m/r0⌋
(ω′0)
=‡ Vr0f∗τ
S
n,⌊m/r0⌋
(ω′0) =
♣ Vr0τ
R
n,⌊m/r0⌋
(η) =† τRn,m (Vr0η) ,
where the equalities † hold by (4.5), and ‡ holds by Proposition 4.3.1. This shows that ω is
traceable to R.
Subcase 2-2: Suppose now that r0 = 1, but for some j > 0, we have rj > 1. We may assume
that r1 > 1 without loss of generality. We let ω0 := dVr2([c2][a]
i2) ∧ · · · ∧ dVrn−1([cn−1][a]
in−1).
By the Leibniz rule, we have
Vr0([c0][a]
i0) · dVr1([c1][a]
i1) = [c0][a]
i0 · dVr1([c1][a]
i1)
= d([c0][a]
i0 · Vr1([c1][a]
i1))− Vr1([c1][a]
i1) · d([c0][a]
i0).
Hence, ω = ω1 − ω2, where ω1 := d([c0][a]
i0 · Vr1([c1][a]
i1)) ∧ ω0 and ω2 = Vr1([c1][a]
i1) ·
d([c0][a]
i0) ∧ ω0. Let ω
′
1 := [c0][a]
i0 · Vr1([c1][a]
i1) so that ω1 = dω
′
1 ∧ ω0 = d(ω
′
1 · ω0).
Since ω′1 · ω0 ∈ WmΩ
n−2
S , it follows by the induction hypothesis Pn−1,m that there is an
element η ∈WmΩ
n−2
R such that f∗τ
S
n−1,m(ω
′
1 · ω0) =
♥ τRn−1,m(η). Thus,
f∗τ
S
n,m(ω1) = f∗τ
S
n,m(d(ω
′
1 · ω0)) =
† f∗δ(τ
S
n−1,m(ω
′
1 · ω0))
=‡ δf∗τ
S
n−1,m(ω
′
1 · ω0) =
♥ δτRn−1,m(η) =
† τRn,m(dη),
where the equalities =† hold by (4.4) because τRn,m and τ
S
n,m are morphism of DGAs, and =
‡
holds by Proposition 4.3.1. Hence ω1 is traceable to R. Since ω2 is of the form considered in
Subcase 2-1, it is also traceable to R. Thus, ω = ω1 − ω2 is traceable to R.
Subcase 2-3: Now, the remaining case is when all r0 = r1 = · · · = rn−1 = 1, i.e., ω =
[c0][a]
i0d([c1][a]
i1) ∧ · · · ∧ d([cn−1][a]
in−1). Its proof is almost identical to that of Subcase 1-2,
which we argue now. Each d([cj ][a]
ij ) is equal to [a]ijd[cj ]+ ij [cj ][a]
ij−1d[a] by the Leibniz rule,
so that expanding the terms of ω, we are reduced to show that elements of the form
(6.6) ω0 := [c0][a]
id[c1] ∧ · · · ∧ d[cs] ∧ d[a] ∧ · · · ∧ d[a]︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−s−1
are traceable, where 0 ≤ s ≤ n− 1 and c0, · · · , cs ∈ R.
• If n − s − 1 = 0, then we can use Corollary 4.3.4, Lemma 6.1.4, and repeat the steps of
(6.3) verbatim to conclude that ω0 is traceable to R.
• If n − s − 1 = 1, let ω′0 := [a]
id[a] so that ω0 = [c0]d[c1] ∧ · · · ∧ d[cn−2] ∧ ω
′
0. By the part
of definition of a restricted Witt-complex in §3.3(v), we can write ω′0 = [a]
id[a] = Fi+1d[a]. Set
η = [c0]d[c1] ∧ · · · ∧ d[cn−2] ∈ WmΩ
n−2
R , so that ω0 = η ∧ Fi+1d[a]. (Remember, here n ≥ 2.)
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This yields
f∗τ
S
n,m(ω0) = f∗τ
S
n,m(η ∧ Fi+1d[a]) = f∗τ
S
n,m (f
∗(η) ∧ Fi+1d[a])
=† f∗(τ
S
n−2,m(f
∗(η)) ∧ τS2,mFi+1d[a]) =
‡ f∗
(
f∗τRn−2,m(η) ∧ τ
S
2,mFi+1d[a]
)
=0τRn−2,m(η) ∧ f∗
(
τS2,mFi+1d[a]
)
=1 τRn−2,m ∧ f∗(Fi+1τ
S
2,(i+1)m+id[a])
=1 τRn−2,m(η) ∧ f∗(Fi+1δτ
S
1,(i+1)m+i([a]))=
2τRn−2,m(η) ∧ Fi+1δf∗τ
S
1,(i+1)m+i([a])
=3τRn−2,m(η) ∧ Fi+1δτ
R
1,(i+1)m+i(TrS/R([a]))
=1 τRn−2,m(η) ∧ Fi+1τ
R
2,(i+1)m+id(TrS/R([a])) =
1 τRn−2,m(η) ∧ τ
R
2,mFi+1d(TrS/R([a]))
=† τRn,m
(
η ∧ Fi+1d(TrS/R([a])
)
,
where the equalities =† hold because τRn,m and τ
S
n,m are morphisms of DGAs, the equality =
‡
holds by Corollary 4.3.4, the equality =0 is the projection formula for f∗ and f
∗, the equalities
=1 hold by (4.4), the equality =2 holds by Proposition 4.3.1, and =3 follows from Lemma 6.1.4.
This shows that ω0 is traceable to R.
• If n − s − 1 > 1, we set ω′0 = d[a] ∧ · · · ∧ d[a]︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−s−1
. By Lemma 3.3.1, we have d[a] ∧ d[a] = 0 in
WmΩ
2
S. In particular, ω
′
0 = 0 in WmΩ
n−s−1
S so that ω0 = 0, which is traceable to R. We have
thus shown that Pn,m holds. The proof of the proposition is now complete. 
6.2. Symbolicity of sfs-cycles. We begin the following description of the de Rham-Witt-
Chow homomorphism τRn,m on special kinds of de Rham-Witt forms.
Lemma 6.2.1. Let R be a smooth semi-local k-algebra essentially of finite type. Let a ∈ R
and bi ∈ R
× for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Then τRn,m([a]dlog[b1] ∧ · · · ∧ dlog[bn−1]) = Za,b, where
Za,b = Spec (
R[t,y1,··· ,yn−1]
(1−at,y1−b1,··· ,yn−1−bn−1)
).
Proof. This is an easy consequence of the fact that τR•,m is a morphism of restricted Witt-
complexes over R (see § 4.1) and follows exactly by the method used in the computations in
[38, (7.5)]. Indeed, by recursively applying the fact that τR•,m is a morphism of DGAs, it suffices
to show the lemma when n = 2.
In this case, we have τR2,m([a]dlog[b])=
†τR2,m([ab
−1]d[b]) = τR1,m([ab
−1]) ∧ (δ ◦ τR1,m([b])), where
=† holds because Teichmu¨ller lift map is multiplicative. Using the definition of the differential δ
on additive higher Chow groups (see [38, §6.1] or the proof of either Theorem 4.1.1 or Theorem
4.3.3-(2) for the definition), we have
τR1,m([ab
−1]) ∧ (δ ◦ τR1,m([b])) =
[
Spec
(
R[t]
(1−ab−1t)
)]
∧
[
δ
(
Spec ( R[t](1−bt) )
)]
=
[
Spec
(
R[t]
(1−ab−1t)
)]
∧
[
Spec
(
R[t,y]
(1−bt,y−b)
)]
= ∆∗R
(
(R⊗kR)[t,y]
(1−(ab−1⊗b)t,y−(1⊗b))
)
and the last term is equal to Za,b because ∆R : Spec (R)→ Spec (R)×Spec (R) ≃ Spec (R⊗kR)
is induced by the product map R⊗k R→ R. 
Proposition 6.2.2. Let R be a smooth semi-local k-algebra essentially of finite type, and let
m,n ≥ 1. Then every cycle class in TCHnsfs(R,n;m) is in the image of τ
R
n,m.
Proof. Let Z ∈ Tznsfs(R,n;m) be an irreducible sfs-cycle. By Proposition 2.5.3, we know that Z
is a closed subscheme of Spec (R)×A1k×
n−1
k , which is in fact contained in Spec (R)×A
1
k×A
n−1
k .
Moreover, ∂Z = 0 and the ideal I(Z) of Z inside R[t, y1, · · · , yn−1] is given by the equations of
the form:
(6.7) P (t) = 0, Q1(t, y1) = 0, · · · , Qn−1(t, y1, · · · , yn−1) = 0,
such that if we let R0 = R,R1 = R[t]/(P (t)) and Ri = Ri−1[ti]/(Qi−1) for 2 ≤ i ≤ n, then
the rings {Ri}1≤i≤n are all smooth semi-local k-algebras such that each extension Ri−1 ⊂ Ri
is simple. Let fi : Spec (Ri) → Spec (Ri−1) be the induced finite surjective map of smooth
semi-local schemes for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. They are all flat by [20, Exercise III-10.9, p.276] (or [17,
Proposition (6.1.5), p.136]). Let f = f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fn.
Let c−1 := t mod I(Z) and bi := yi mod I(Z) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Note that a con-
sequence of the sfs-property of Z is that c−1, bi ∈ R
×
n for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Let Zn =
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Spec
(
Rn[t,y1,··· ,yn−1]
(1−ct,y1−b1,··· ,yn−1−bn−1)
)
and let ηn := [c]dlog[b1] ∧ · · · ∧ dlog[bn−1]. It follows that
Zn ∈ Tz
n(Rn, n;m) such that Z = f∗(Zn).
By Lemma 6.2.1, we have Zn = τ
Rn
n,m(ηn). Since fn is a simple extension, by Proposition
6.1.5, we have fn∗τ
Rn
n,m(ηn) = τ
Rn−1
n,m (ηn−1) for some ηn−1 ∈ WmΩ
n−1
Rn−1
. Since f = f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fn
and each fi is a simple extension, by successive applications of fi∗ and Proposition 6.1.5, we
obtain Z = f∗(Zn) = τ
R
n,m(η0) for some η0 ∈WmΩ
n−1
R . 
Corollary 6.2.3. Theorem 4.2.1 holds for all infinite perfect base fields.
Proof. By Theorem 2.5.4 and the “easy” moving lemma [38, Theorem 4.10], we have TCHnsfs(R,n;m) ≃
TCHn(R,n;m). Proposition 6.2.2 shows that τRn,m is surjective to TCH
n
sfs(R,n;m) = TCH
n(R,n;m).
Hence τRn,m is an isomorphism together with Corollary 5.0.2. 
6.3. Galois action. We discuss a bit about the Galois action of a field extension to prove
Theorem 4.2.1 for finite base fields. Recall (see [38, Corollary 5.14]) that TCHn(R,n;m) is a
Wm(k)-module. Thus for a (possibly infinite) separable algebraic extension k →֒ k
′ of a perfect
field k, via the adjunction HomB(B⊗AM,N) ≃ HomA(M,HomB(B,N)), where HomB(B,N) =
N = ResBA(N), there are unique homomorphisms
(6.8)
{
φ : Wm(k
′)⊗Wm(k) WmΩ
n−1
R →WmΩ
n−1
Rk′
,
ψ : TCH1(k′, 1;m) ⊗TCH1(k,1;m) TCH
n(R,n;m)→ TCHn(Rk′ , n;m)
that correspond to the maps WmΩ
n−1
R →WmΩ
n−1
Rk′
and TCHn(R,n;m)→ TCHn(Rk′ , n;m).
Lemma 6.3.1. The map φ is an isomorphism.
Proof. By the e´tale descent of [7, 9.7 Corollary], the diagram
Wm(R) //Wm(Rk′)
Wm(k) //
OO
Wm(k
′)
OO
is co-cartesian, so that Wm(Rk′) ⊗Wm(R) WmΩ
n−1
R ≃ Wm(k
′) ⊗Wm(k) WmΩ
n−1
R . Hence by
the e´tale descent of [22, Theorem C], we have WmΩ
n−1
Rk′
≃ Wm(Rk′) ⊗Wm(R) WmΩ
n−1
R ≃
Wm(k
′)⊗Wm(k) WmΩ
n−1
R . 
The maps (6.8) are naturally related by our homomorphisms τ , as shown in Lemma 6.3.2 be-
low, which follows immediately from the above Tensor-Hom adjunction via the ring isomorphism
τk′ : Wm(k
′)
∼
→ TCH1(k′, 1;m) of [38, Proposition 7.6]:
Lemma 6.3.2. Let k →֒ k′ be a separable algebraic extension of a perfect field k. Then the
following diagram commutes:
Wm(k
′)⊗Wm(k) WmΩ
n−1
R
φ

τk′⊗τ
R
n,m
// TCH1(k′, 1;m) ⊗TCH1(k,1;m) TCH
n(R,n;m)
ψ

WmΩ
n−1
Rk′
τ
R
k′
n,m
// TCHn(Rk′ , n;m),
where φ is the isomorphism of Lemma 6.3.1 and the right vertical map ψ is from (6.8).
We want to check that the map τ
Rk′
m,n is G-equivariant for the Galois group G = Gal(k′/k).
We first do the special case when n = 1 and R = k:
Lemma 6.3.3. Let k →֒ k′ be a separate algebraic extension of a perfect field k, and let
G := Gal(k′/k). Then the map τk′ : Wm(k
′)→ TCH1(k′, 1;m) is G-equivariant.
Proof. Recall (see [38, Proposition 7.6]) that the map τk′ is defiend as follows: via the iden-
tification Wm(k
′) ≃ (1 + tk′[[t]])×/(1 + tm+1k′[[t]])× of (3.1), we choose f ∈ 1 + tk′[[t]] that
represents the given member x ∈ Wm(k
′). Since we take a quotient by (1 + tm+1k′[[t]])×, this
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even has a polynomial representative f ∈ 1 + tk′[t], and the map τk′ that sends the polynomial
to the graph Γ(f) ⊂ A
1
k′ is well-defined by loc.cit. But for g ∈ G, the action of g on f is just the
action on the coefficients, and the action on Γ(f) is on the coefficients of the defining equation
f . So, τk′(g · f) = Γ(g·f) = g · Γ(f) = g · τk′(f), proving that τk′ is G-equivariant. 
Proposition 6.3.4. Let k →֒ k′ be a separable algebraic extension of a perfect field k, and let
G := Gal(k′/k) be the Galois group. Let R be a smooth semi-local k-algebra essentially of finite
type and let Rk′ be the base change. Then τ
Rk′
n,m : WmΩ
n−1
Rk′
→ TCHn(Rk′ , n;m) is G-equivariant.
Proof. This is straightforward: let ω′ ∈ WmΩ
n−1
Rk′
. Via the isomorphism φ of Lemma 6.3.1, we
can express it as ω′ = φ(
∑N
i=1 αi⊗ωi), for some integer N ≥ 1, αi ∈Wm(k
′) and ωi ∈WmΩ
n−1
R .
Now let g ∈ G. We prove that τ
Rk′
n,m(g · ω′) = g · τ
Rk′
n,m(ω′). For notational simplicity, we write
τ ′ := τ
Rk′
n,m and τ := τRn,m. Here τk′ : Wm(k
′) → TCH1(k′, 1,m) is the ring isomorphism of [38,
Proposition 7.6] briefly recalled in Lemma 6.3.3.
Since the action of g on ω′ is just on αi, we have g · ω
′ = φ(
∑N
i=1(g · αi)⊗ ωi) =
∑N
i=1 φ((g ·
αi)⊗ ωi). Hence
τ ′(g · ω′) =
N∑
i=1
τ ′φ((g · αi)⊗ ωi) =
†
N∑
i=1
ψ(τk′(g · αi)⊗ τ(ωi)) =
‡
N∑
i=1
ψ((g · τk′(αi))⊗ τ(ωi))
=1
N∑
i=1
ψ(g · (τk′(αi)⊗ τ(ωi))) =
2
N∑
i=1
g · ψ(τk′(αi)⊗ τ(ωi)) =
†
N∑
i=1
g · (τ ′φ(αi ⊗ ωi))
= g · τ ′φ(
N∑
i=1
αi ⊗ ωi) = g · τ
′(ω′),
where =† hold by Lemma 6.3.2, =‡ holds by Lemma 6.3.3, =1 holds because G acts trivially on
TCHn(R,n;m), and =2 hold because ψ is G-equivariant, being a map given by the Tensor-Hom
adjunction. Hence τ ′ = τ
Rk′
n,m is G-equivariant as desired. 
6.4. A reduction step and the proof of Theorem 4.2.1. Here is a reduction step needed
to handle finite fields:
Lemma 6.4.1. Suppose k is a perfect field of char(k) = p > 0, and let k →֒ k′ be a finite
extension of fields with d := [k′ : k] such that (p, d) = 1. Let f : Spec (Rk′) → Spec (R) be the
base change. Then f∗ : TCHn(R,n;m)→ TCHn(Rk′ , n;m) is injective.
Proof. Here f : Spec (Rk′)→ Spec (R) is a finite e´tale morphism of degree d so that f∗f
∗ = d ·Id
on TCHn(R,n;m). On the other hand, TCHn(R,n;m) is an Wm(k)-module (see [38, Theorem
6.13]), while d ∈ k× so that [d] ∈Wm(k)
×. Thus 1df∗◦f
∗ = Id on TCHn(R,n;m). In particular,
f∗ is injective. 
Corollary 6.4.2. Let k be a perfect field of char(k) = p > 0 and let k′ be a pro-ℓ-extension
of k for a prime ℓ 6= p. Let f : Spec (Rk′) → Spec (R) be the base change. Then f
∗ :
TCHn(R,n;m)→ TCHn(Rk′ , n;m) is injective.
Proof. We can express k′ = lim−→i∈I ki for fields ki indexed by a directed set I, where each ki is a
finite extension of k such that [ki : k] = ℓ
Ni for some Ni ∈ N. In particular, (p, [ki, k]) = 1. We
then have Rk′ = lim−→i∈I Rki and TCH
n(Rk′ , n;m) = lim−→i∈I TCH
n(Rki , n;m). Then the assertion
of the corollary follows from Lemma 6.4.1. 
Proposition 6.4.3. Let k →֒ k′ be a (possibly infinite) Galois extension of a perfect field k.
Suppose that Theorem 4.2.1 holds for the field k′ and the flat pull-back f∗ : TCHn(R,n;m) →
TCHn(Rk′ , n;m) is injective. Then we have the Galois descent TCH
n(R,n;m) ≃ TCHn(Rk′ , n;m)
G
and Theorem 4.2.1 holds also for the field k.
Proof. Let f : Spec (Rk′)→ Spec (R) be the corresponding base change and let G := Gal(k
′/k),
which is possibly infinite. By the given assumptions, the map τ
Rk′
n,m : WmΩ
n−1
Rk′
→ TCHn(Rk′ , n;m)
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is an isomorphism. This is a G-equivariant homomorphism by Proposition 6.3.4, so it induces
an isomorphism of G-invariants
(6.9) (τ
Rk′
n,m)
G : (WmΩ
n−1
Rk′
)G
≃
→ TCHn(Rk′ , n;m)
G.
By Lemma 6.3.1, we have WmΩ
n−1
Rk′
≃Wm(k
′)⊗Wm(k) WmΩ
n−1
R so that
(6.10) (WmΩ
n−1
Rk′
)G = (Wm(k
′)⊗Wm(k) WmΩ
n−1
R )
G = WmΩ
n−1
R .
On the other hand, the pull-back f∗ : TCHn(R,n;m)→ TCHn(Rk′ , n;m) naturally maps into
TCHn(Rk′ , n;m)
G so that it factors into TCHn(R,n;m)
f˜∗
→ TCHn(Rk′ , n;m)
G ι→ TCHn(Rk′ , n;m),
where the map f˜∗ is equal to f∗ with the target replaced, and ι is the natural inclusion. Here
the map f˜∗ is injective by the given assumption. Thus we have the following diagram
WmΩ
n−1
R
(τ
Rk′
n,m)
G
))❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
τRn,m

TCHn(R,n;m)
f˜∗
// TCHn(Rk′ , n;m)
G ι // TCHn(Rk′ , n;m).
Since (τ
Rk′
n,m)G is an isomorphism (see (6.9) and (6.10)), the map f˜∗ is surjective. Hence f˜∗
an isomorphism. Hence τRn,m is an isomorphism as well. This proves the proposition. 
Corollary 6.4.4. Theorem 4.2.1 holds for all perfect base fields.
Proof. We know Theorem 4.2.1 holds for infinite perfect base fields by Corollary 6.2.3. So.
suppose now that k is finite, and let p := char(k) > 0. Fix a prime ℓ 6= p, and let k →֒ k′ be a
pro-ℓ-extension so that k′ is an infinite perfect field of characteristic p > 0. Let f : Spec (Rk′)→
Spec (R) be the base change. Here, the pull-back f∗ is injective by Corollary 6.4.2. Since we
just saw that Theorem 4.2.1 holds for any infinite perfect field, by Proposition 6.4.3, we deduce
Theorem 4.2.1 for the finite field k. Hence so far we proved that for any perfect field k, Theorem
4.2.1 holds. 
Corollary 6.4.5. Let k be a perfect field. Then the morphism WmΩ
n−1
(−)Zar
→ T CHn(−, n;m)Zar
of Definition 4.1.6 is an isomorphism of Zariski sheaves on Smk.
If k has characteristic p > 0, then the morphism WΩn−1(−)Zar/p
i → T CHn(p)(−, p
i)Zar is an
isomorphism of Zariski sheaves on Smk for 0 ≤ i ≤ ∞.
6.5. Comparison with crystalline cohomology. Recall that the crystalline cohomology
H∗(X/W ) of a smooth scheme X of finite type over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0 was
defined by Berthelot [2] to be the cohomology of the sheaf OX,crys on the crystalline site, as
outlined by Grothendieck [18]. Bloch [4] showed that for a smooth proper scheme of dimension
< p, this cohomology could be described in terms of the Zariski hypercohomology of a complex
of relative K-theory sheaves. With an idea of Deligne, Illusie [24] constructed the p-typical
de Rham-Witt complex whose Zariski hypercohomology is the crystalline cohomology. The
following is a new description of crystalline cohomology in terms of algebraic cycles, which is a
cycle-theoretic avatar of the K-theoretic description of [4]:
Theorem 6.5.1. Let X be a smooth scheme of finite type over a perfect field k of characteristic
p > 0. Then for n ≥ 0, there is a canonical isomorphism
(6.11) Hncrys(X/W ) ≃ lim←−
i
H
n+1
Zar (X,T CH
M
(p)(−; p
i)Zar).
Proof. It follows by Corollary 6.4.5 that the map of the complexes of Zariski sheaves ψX :
WΩ•X/p
i → T CHM(p)(X; p
i)Zar[1] on X is an isomorphism.
For i ≥ 0, let WiΩ
n
X,DI denote the Zariski sheaf on X associated to the presheaf U 7→
WiΩ
n
O(U),DI, where WiΩ
•
R,DI is the Deligne-Illusie de Rham-Witt complex of the ring R. We
define the sheaf WΩnX,DI similarly. It follows immediately from the definition of WΩ
•
X (see
§3.4) that there is a natural map φX : WΩ
•
X → WΩ
•
X,DI of the complexes of Zariski sheaves.
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Moreover, it follows from [24, Proposition I.1.13.1, p.548] that φX is an isomorphism. We thus
get a set of morphisms of chain complexes of Zariski sheaves:
(6.12) WΩ•X/p
i φX //
ψX

WΩ•X,DI/p
i
τX

T CHM(p)(X; p
i)Zar[1] WiΩ
•
X,DI.
oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
Here, τX is a natural map of chain complexes which is a quasi-isomorphism by [24, Corol-
laire I.3.17, p.577]. Hence ψX ◦φ
−1
X ◦τ
−1
X :WiΩ
•
X,DI → T CH
M
(p)(X; p
i)Zar[1] is an isomorphism in
D+(XZar). In particular, the induced map on the hypercohomology is an isomorphism. Taking
the limit, we get (6.11). 
7. The isomorphism for imperfect base fields
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 4.2.1 in general. Previously, we proved it
for all perfect base fields in Corollary 6.4.4 in §6.4.
For a given imperfect base field k and a smooth semi-local k-algebra R essentially of finite
type, the main idea is to approximate R by a direct system of smooth semi-local Fp-algebras
essentially of finite type. See Lemma 7.1.1. Using this, we reduce the problem for imperfect
base field case to the perfect case.
7.1. A limit approximation. We first discuss approximations of rings:
Lemma 7.1.1. Let k be an imperfect field of characteristic p > 0, and let A be a smooth
semi-local k-algebra essentially of finite type. Then there is a direct system {Ai}i≥1 of smooth
semi-local Fp-algebras essentially of finite type, with faithfully flat maps λi : Ai → Ai+1 such
that lim
−→i
Ai = A.
Proof. Since A is smooth semi-local and essentially of finite type over k, there is a smooth k-
algebra A¯ of finite type and a finite set Σ ⊂ A¯ of prime ideals such that A = A¯Σ, the localization
at Σ. There exist a subfield k′ ⊂ k that is finitely generated over Fp, and a k
′-algebra R¯ of
finite type such that A¯ = R¯ ⊗k′ k. Furthermore, there is a finite set Σ
′ ⊂ R¯ of prime ideals so
that for A′ := R¯Σ′ we have A = A
′⊗k′ k. Since A is a smooth Fp-algebra, A is regular. But the
inclusion A′ →֒ A is faithfully flat so that A′ is also regular at every maximal ideal by the flat
descent of regularity of points in [17, Corollaire (6.5.2)-(i), p.143]. Hence A′ is regular.
There exists a direct system over N of subfields {ki}i≥1 of k finitely generated over Fp with
k′ ⊂ ki ⊂ ki+1 for all i ≥ 1 such that lim−→i ki = k. Let Ai = A
′ ⊗k′ ki so that A = lim−→iAi. These
Ai are necessarily semi-local since A
′ is semi-local. Since Ai+1 = A
′⊗k′ki+1 = A
′⊗k′ki⊗kiki+1 =
Ai ⊗ki ki+1, each λi : Ai → Ai+1 is a faithfully flat map of noetherian Fp-algebras such that
A = lim−→iAi. Since Ai ⊗ki k = (A
′ ⊗k′ ki) ⊗ki k ≃ A
′ ⊗k′ k = A, the inclusion Ai →֒ A is also
faithfully flat. Hence by the flat descent of regularity of points in loc.cit. again, each Ai is
regular.
Since each ki is finitely generated over Fp and Ai is regular, we can find a regular Fp-algebra
Bi of finite type such that Ai = S
−1
i Bi for a multiplicative subset Si ⊂ Bi. Each Bi is smooth
over Fp because Fp is perfect. Since Ai is semi-local, it is necessarily a localization at a finite set
of prime ideals of Bi (cf. [16, (1.3.10), p.230]). Thus each Ai is a smooth Fp-algebra essentially
of finite type. This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 7.1.2. Let k0 ⊂ k be any field extension, not necessarily finitely generated. Let λ : R→
R′ be a faithfully flat morphism of noetherian k0-algebras such that k →֒ R
′. Let X = Spec (R)
and X ′ = Spec (R′). Then the induced map of schemes X ′×kA
1
k×k
n−1
k → X×k0A
1
k0
×k0
n−1
k0
is also faithfully flat.
Proof. Since the statement of the lemma is local on X ×k0 A
1
k0
×k0 
n−1
k0 , we can replace

n−1
k0 ≃ P
n−1
k0
by An−1k0 . The problem then reduces to showing that the map R[t, y1, · · · , yn−1]→
R′[t, y1, · · · , yn−1] is faithfully flat. This is obvious because R→ R
′ is faithfully flat. 
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Lemma 7.1.3. Let k0 ⊂ k be any field extension, not necessarily finitely generated. Let A be a
smooth k-algebra essentially of finite type. Let {Ai}i≥1 be a direct system of smooth k0-algebras
essentially of finite type such that each map λi : Ai → Ai+1 is faithfully flat, and lim−→iAi = A.
Then the flat pull-back maps induce isomorphisms lim−→i Tz
q(Ai, n;m)
≃
−→ Tzq(A,n;m) and
lim
−→i
TCHq(Ai, n;m)
≃
−→ TCHq(A,n;m).
Proof. Since the homology functor commutes with the direct limit, it suffices to show that
the first assertion on the level of cycles complexes of the lemma. Let Vi = Spec (Ai) and
V = Spec (A). Let λ′i : Ai → A be the natural map. One sees that λ
′
i is faithfully flat using [42,
Theorem 7.2, p.47].
That lim−→i Tz
q(Vi, •;m) → Tz
q(V, •;m) is injective is obvious. To show its surjectivity, let
Z ∈ Tzq(V, n;m) be an irreducible admissible cycle and let Z¯ ⊂ V ×k A
1
k ×k 
n−1
k be its
Zariski closure and νZ : Z¯
N → Z¯ →֒ V ×k A
1
k × 
n−1
k the normalization composed with the
inclusion. Since fi := Spec (λi) : Vi+1 → Vi and f
′
i := Spec (λ
′
i) : V → Vi are faithfully
flat, by Lemma 7.1.2, the product maps f˜i : Vi+1 ×k0 A
1
k0
×k0 
n−1
k0 → Vi ×k0 A
1
k0
×k0 
n−1
k0
and f˜ ′i : V ×k A
1
k ×k 
n−1
k → Vi ×k0 A
1
k0
×k0 
n−1
k0 are also faithfully flat maps of noetherian
k0-schemes.
Since V = lim
←−i
Vi, it follows from the above faithfully flatness that there exist i≫ 0 and an
irreducible cycle Z¯i →֒ Vi ×k0 A
1
k0
×k0 
n−1
k0 such that (f˜
′
i)
∗(Z¯i) = Z¯ and Zi := Z¯i ∩ (Vi ×k0
A
1
k0
×k0 
n−1
k0
) ∈ zq(Vi ×k0 A
1
k0
, n− 1). It remains to check the modulus condition for Zi. Since
the right square in the commutative diagram below
(7.1) Z¯N //

νZ **
Z¯ //

V ×k A
1
k ×k 
n−1
k
f˜ ′i

V ×k A
1
k ×k 
n−1
k
?
_oo
f˜ ′i

Z¯Ni
//
νZi
55
Z¯i // Vi ×k0 A
1
k0
×k0 
n−1
k0 Vi ×k0 A
1
k0
×k0 
n−1
k0
?
_oo
is Cartesian, we must have Z = (f˜ ′i)
∗(Zi).
Since f˜ ′i is faithfully flat, it follows that Z¯ = (f˜
′
i)
∗(Z¯i)→ Z¯i is also faithfully flat, in particular
surjective. Since Z¯ satisfies the modulus condition, by Lemma 7.1.4 below, we deduce that Zi
satisfies the modulus condition as well, and thus Zi ∈ Tz
q(Vi, n;m). This finishes the proof. 
In the middle of the proof of the above Lemma 7.1.3, we used the following result:
Lemma 7.1.4 ([36, Lemma 2.12]). Let f : Y → X be a dominant morphism of normal integral
k-schemes. Let D be a Cartier divisor on X such that the generic points of Supp(D) are
contained in f(Y ). Suppose that f∗(D) ≥ 0 on Y . Then D ≥ 0 on X.
7.2. The main theorem for arbitrary fields. We finally finish the proof of Theorem 4.2.1:
Proof of Theorem 4.2.1 for arbitary base fields. We already proved Theorem 4.2.1 for perfect
base fields in Corollary 6.4.4 in §6.4. So, suppose now that k is an imperfect field with char(k) =
p > 0. We have shown in Lemma 7.1.1 that there exists a direct system of smooth semi-local
Fp-algebras Ri essentially of finite type with faithfully flat maps λi : Ri → Ri+1 indexed by N
such that lim
−→i
Ri
≃
−→ R. Thus, we get a commutative diagram of restricted Witt-complexes
over R:
(7.2) lim
−→i
WmΩ
n−1
Ri
lim
−→i
τ
Ri
n,m
//

lim
−→i
TCHn(Ri, n;m)

WmΩ
n−1
R
τRn,m
// TCHn(R,n;m),
where the bottom map comes by Theorem 4.1.1, and the vertical maps exist and the diagram
commutes by Theorem 4.3.3 and Corollary 4.3.4.
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From the case of perfect base fields of Theorem 4.2.1 proven in §6.4, the top horizontal arrow
is an isomorphism. By Lemma 7.1.3, the right vertical arrow is an isomorphism, while by [47,
Proposition 1.16], the left vertical arrow is an isomorphism. We conclude that the bottom
horizontal arrow is an isomorphism. 
We immediately generalize Corollary 6.4.5 to all base fields:
Corollary 7.2.1. Let k be an arbitrary field. Then the morphism WmΩ
n−1
(−)Zar
→ T CHn(−, n;m)Zar
of Definition 4.1.6 is an isomorphism of Zariski sheaves on Smk.
If k has characteristic p > 0, then the morphism WΩn−1(−)Zar/p
i → T CHn(p)(−, p
i)Zar is an
isomorphism of Zariski sheaves on Smk for 0 ≤ i ≤ ∞.
We can use Theorem 4.2.1 to strengthen Theorem 2.5.4:
Corollary 7.2.2. Let k be an arbitrary field. Let R be a smooth semi-local k-algebra essentially
of finite type. Then we have TCHnsfs(R,n;m)
∼
→ TCHnfs(R,n;m)
∼
→ TCHnΣ(R,n;m).
Proof. The image of the map τRn,m : WmΩ
n−1
R → TCH
n(R,n;m) is generated by the Witt-
Milnor cycles over R, while each Witt-Milnor cycle over R is an sfs-cycles. By Theorem 4.2.1,
this map τRn,m is an isomorphism, so that each cycle class in TCH
n(R,n;m) is represented by
an sfs-cycle. 
Corollary 7.2.3. Let k be an arbitrary field and let k →֒ k′ be a separable algebraic extension.
Let R be a smooth semi-local k-algebra essentially of finite type. Then the flat pull-back f∗ :
TCHn(R,n;m)→ TCHn(Rk′ , n;m) is injective. Furthermore, if k is perfect and k
′ is (possibly
infinite) Galois over k, then f∗ induces an isomoprhism TCHn(R,n;m)
≃
→ TCHn(Rk′ , n;m)
G.
Proof. The map Wm(k) → Wm(k
′) is faithfully flat, because k →֒ k′ is e´tale so that so is
Wm(k) → Wm(k
′) by [7, Theorem B]. Now, by Lemma 6.3.1, we know that Wm(k
′) ⊗Wm(k)
WmΩ
n−1
R ≃ WmΩ
n−1
Rk′
. Hence the map WmΩ
n−1
R → WmΩ
n−1
Rk′
is injective. By Theorem 4.2.1,
this map is the flat pull-back f∗ on the cycle groups, so this is injective. This answers the first
part. For the second part, since Theorem 4.2.1 holds for k′ and f∗ is injective by the first part,
Proposition 6.4.3 shows that TCHn(R,n;m)
≃
→ TCHn(Rk′ , n;m)
G. 
8. Applications to Trace on de Rham-Witt forms and Gersten conjecture
Let k be an arbitrary field. We discuss some further applications of Theorem 4.2.1.
8.1. Trace maps for big de Rham-Witt forms. In Proposition 6.1.5, we saw that for a
simple extension R ⊂ S of smooth semi-local algebras essentially of finite type over a perfect
field k, all forms in WmΩ
n−1
S are traceable to R for m,n ≥ 1. We used this notation to prove
Theorem 4.2.1, because we a priori didn’t have the trace maps on big de Rham-Witt forms.
However, Theorem 4.2.1 now allows us to construct the trace map on the big de Rham-Witt
forms for all finite extensions of smooth k-algebras essentially of finite type. This answers a
question of L. Hesselholt:
Theorem 8.1.1. Let k be an arbitrary field. Let R ⊂ R′ be a finite extension of smooth k-
algebras essentially of finite type. Then there exists a trace map TrR′/R : WmΩ
n
R′ → WmΩ
n
R.
It is transitive: if R ⊂ R′ ⊂ R′′ are finite extensions of smooth k-algebras essentially of finite
type, then we have TrR′′/R = TrR′/R ◦TrR′′/R′ . Moreover, there is a commutative diagram
(8.1) WmΩ
n−1
R′
τR
′
n,m
//
TrR′/R

TCHn(R′, n;m)
f∗

WmΩ
n−1
R
τRn,m
// TCHn(R,n;m).
Proof. Let X = Spec (R), Y = Spec (R′), and f : Y → X be the associated finite map. We
have maps WmΩ
n−1
R
τRn,m
→ TCHn(R,n;m) → H0Zar(X,T CH
n(−, n;m)Zar), and similarly for R
′.
The push-forward on additive higher Chow groups yields the corresponding map of presheaves
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f∗(T CH
n(−, n;m)|Y ) → T CH
n(−, n;m)|X . After sheafifying and taking global sections, we
get f∗ : H
0
Zar(Y,T CH
n(−, n;m)Zar)→ H
0
Zar(X,T CH
n(−, n;m)Zar). On the other hand, we have
a morphism of Zariski sheaves WmΩ
n−1
(−)Zar
→T CHn(−, n;m)Zar on Schk (see Definition 4.1.6),
which is an isomorphism on Smk by Corollary 7.2.1.
Hence, if WmΩ
n−1
X denotes the Zariski sheaf WmΩ
n−1
(−)Zar
|X (similarly, for Y ), then we have
a push-forward f∗ : H
0
Zar(Y,WmΩ
n−1
Y ) → H
0
Zar(X,WmΩ
n−1
X ). But, the correspondence X 7→
WmΩ
n−1
X is a quasi-coherent sheaf ofWmOX -modules (see [22, §5], for instance), so that the map
WmΩ
n−1
R → H
0
Zar(X,WmΩ
n−1
X ) is an isomorphism. Similarly, WmΩ
n−1
R′ → H
0
Zar(Y,WmΩ
n−1
Y ) is
an isomorphism. Hence, f∗ uniquely defines a map, denoted TrR′/R : WmΩ
n−1
R′ → WmΩ
n−1
R .
By construction, commutativity of the diagram (8.1) holds.
For a tower of finite extensions R ⊂ R′ ⊂ R′′, we repeat the above procedure to g :
Spec (R′′) → Spec (R′) and f ◦ g : Spec (R′′) → Spec (R). Combined with the transitivity
of proper push-forwards of additive higher Chow cycles, one checks that (f ◦ g)∗ = f∗ ◦ g∗. 
We generalize Theorem 8.1.1 a bit. The following is based on a suggestion of M. Spivakovsky:
Lemma 8.1.2. Let f : A →֒ B be a finite extension of noetherian smooth semi-local rings of
Krull dimensions d, containing a field. Then there exists a perfect field k and a direct system
of finite extensions of smooth semi-local k-algebras {fi : Ai → Bi}i≥0 essentially of finite type
such that lim−→iAi = A, lim−→iBi = B and lim−→i fi = f.
Proof. For any ring R, write R[n] for the polynomial ring R[x1, · · · , xn] in n-variables for simplic-
ity. Since B is finite over A, it is a finitely generated A-algebra, so write B = A[x1,··· ,xn](g1,··· ,gm) . Let A
[n]
Σ
be the semi-local ring localized at a finite set Σ = {m1, · · · ,mr} ⊂ A
[n] of maximal ideals such
that their images in B are precisely all the maximal ideals of B. Let p = ker(A
[n]
Σ ։ B). Since
A
[n]
Σ is smooth semi-local, we can write p = (y1, · · · , yn) and mj = (y1, · · · , yn, zj,1, · · · , zj,d) for
some elements yi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and zj,ℓ for 1 ≤ j ≤ r and 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ d.
Using the Ne´ron-Popescu desingularization (see [48, Theorem 1.1]), we write A = lim
−→i
Ai,
where {Ai}i≥0 is a direct system of smooth semi-local k-algebras essentially of finite type with
Ai →֒ Ai+1, and k is the prime field of A, which is always perfect. After leaving out some
finitely many members in the direct system from the bottom and reindexing, we may assume
all yi ∈ A
[n]
0 , so for p0 := (y1, · · · , yn) ⊂ A
[n]
0 , we have p0A
[n] = p. We may also assume
that g1, · · · , gm ∈ A
[n]
0 . Set mi,j = mj ∩ A
[n]
i for i ≥ 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ r, Σi = {mi,1 · · · ,mi,r} and
Bi = (A
[n]
i )Σi/(y1, · · · , yn).
Since A → B is finite and p0 ⊂ A
[n]
0 , each Ai →֒ Bi is a finite extension. It remains to
prove that each Bi is regular. For this, we only need to check that y1, · · · , yn form a part of a
regular system of parameters in A
[n]
mi,j for each 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Indeed, if they don’t form a part of
a regular system of parameters, then their images in mi,j/m
2
i,j become linearly dependent over
A
[n]
i /mi,j. But this implies that the images of y1, · · · , yn in mj/m
2
j become linearly dependent
over A[n]/mj , which contradicts our choice of generators of mj. This finishes the proof. 
Theorem 8.1.3. Let f : R →֒ R′ be a finite extension of noetherian smooth semi-local rings
of Krull dimensions d, containing a field. Then there exists a trace map TrR′/R : WmΩ
n
R′ →
WmΩ
n
R. It is transitive: if R ⊂ R
′ ⊂ R′′ are finite extensions of smooth semi-local rings
containing a field, then we have TrR′′/R = TrR′/R ◦ TrR′′/R′ .
Proof. By Lemma 8.1.2, we can find a perfect field k and a direct system of finite extensions
of smooth semi-local k-algebras {fi : Ri → R
′
i}i≥0 essentially of finite type such that lim−→iRi =
R, lim−→iR
′
i = R
′ and lim−→i fi = f. This yields the top horizontal arrow of the diagram
(8.2) lim
−→i
WmΩ
n
R′i
lim−→ TrR′i/Ri
//

lim
−→i
WmΩ
n
Ri

WmΩ
n
R′
//❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ WmΩ
n
R,
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which is the limit of the trace maps of Theorem 8.1.1. Since the two vertical arrows are isomor-
phisms by [47, Proposition 1.16], we get a unique trace map TrR′/R : WmΩ
n
R′ → WmΩ
n
R, that
fills the bottom broken arrow, such that the above diagram commutes. The transitivity of this
trace map is easily proved using the transitivity of the top horizontal arrow and the transitive
nature of the construction of the Ne´ron-Popescu desingularization used in Lemma 8.1.2. 
Remark 8.1.4. In 2013, JP was told by K. Ru¨lling that, using [10], [11] and the duality machine
in [19], one may prove the existence of TrR′/R of Theorem 8.1.1 abstractly. For the p-typical
case, an idea can be found in [25, Appendix B]. On the other hand, S. Kelly contacted JP that
“using the ideas in [29, §3.6,3.7], one may promote a suitable structure of traces on regular
dimension ≤ 1 essentially smooth k-algebras to a structure of transfers on smooth k-schemes
in the sense of Voevodsky. cf. [23, Lemma 4.15].” Due to the inductive nature of the proof of
Proposition 6.1.5, it seems those other approaches should be identical to our trace maps. We
don’t attempt it here.
8.2. Gersten conjecture for additive higher Chow groups. Let X be a smooth k-scheme
of finite type. For a presheaf F of abelian groups defined on Smk, the Gersten conjecture for
the functor F is whether the Cousin complex of F |X is exact. Such results were proven for the
higher algebraic K-theory by Quillen [46, Theorem 5.11] using a sort of presentation lemma.
Various other functors satisfy the Gersten conjecture. For instance, it was proven for Milnor
K-theory (see [30]) and for the de Rham-Witt complex (see [15]). We have the following answer
for additive higher Chow groups:
Theorem 8.2.1. When X is a smooth integral scheme of finite type over an arbitrary field k,
the Gersten conjecture holds for additive higher Chow presheaf on X in the Milnor range. More
precisely, the following Cousin complex on XZar is exact after Zariski sheafifications:
0 → T CHn(, n;m)|X → T CH
n(K,n;m)→∐
x∈X(1)
(ix)∗H
1
x(T CH
n(−, n;m))→
∐
x∈X(2)
(ix)∗H
2
x(T CH
n(−, n;m))→ · · ·
where K = k(X), and X(i) is the set of codimension i points. In particular, for any point
p ∈ X, the natural map TCHn(OX,p, n;m)→ TCH
n(K,n;m) is injective.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.2.1, because Corollary 7.2.1 implies that we have an iso-
morphism of Zariski sheaves T CHn(−, n;m)Zar ≃WmΩ
n−1
(−)Zar
on Smk, and the Cousin complex
of the big de Rham-Witt complex on a smooth scheme is a flasque resolution. In characteristic
0, this is just a direct product of Cousin flasque resolutions of the absolute Ka¨hler differential
forms Ωn−1X/Z. In characteristic p > 0, when k is perfect, it is just a direct product of Cousin
flasque resolutions of p-typical de Rham-Witt forms WiΩ
n−1
X ([15, Proposition 5.1.2]). When
k is not perfect and R is the local ring of any point on X, we can use Lemma 7.1.1 to find a
sequence of flat maps of regular local rings {Ri}, which are all essentially of finite type over Fp
such that lim−→i Ri = R. Since the maps Ri → R are all flat, any ideal of R of a given height is an
extension of ideals of the same height from Ri for all large i≫ 0. Since the homology commutes
with the direct limit, it follows that the Cousin resolution of TCHn(R,n;m) is the direct limit
of the Cousin resolutions of {TCHn(Ri, n;m)}. We conclude from the case of perfect fields that
the Cousin resolution of TCHn(R,n;m) is exact. 
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